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Abstract

The ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) is a Language to describe rule-based mode-to-
model transformations. The more complex, different and interwoven the source and target model
are, the more comprehensive the rules get. This results in detoriorated readability, maintainabil-
ity and reusability and longer execution times of the transformations. At the moment transfor-
mations can only be modified by applying atomic operations. Combined operations have not yet
been developed that would allow to improve transformations by restructuring.
The context of this thesis is the development of restructurings for ATL, so called refactorings,
on the basis of existing work. These enable to transform ATL-transformations in a way that
non-functional requirements and software quality attributes are improved.
A catalogue of refactorings was developed which separates into renaming, restructuring and op-
timizations for runtime speedup. There is a possibility to add domain-specific refactorings.
At the beginning existing transformations were analyzed and common ’bad smells’ were de-
rived by metrics and quality attributes like readability, maintainability and reusability. From
this derivation the definition of the refactoring catalogue was created, which provides measures
to eliminate bad smells. The catalogue is implemented using the ATL Refining Mode and is
compared to an implementation in EMF Modeling Operations. The transformations of the ATL-
implementation are metrically analyzed before and after each refactoring. Additionally the run-
time of the transformations before and after the refactoring is timed and the number of executed
bytecode statements is rated. The refactorings were evaluated regarding the application to other
transformation languages (e.g. QVT-Relations).
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Kurzfassung

Die ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) ist eine Sprache mit der regelbasierte Modell-zu-
Modell Transformationen beschrieben werden. Je komplexer, unterschiedlicher und verwobener
Quell- und Zielmodell sind, desto umfangreicher werden die Regeln. Dies schlägt sich einerseits
in verschlechterter Lesbarkeit, Wartbarkeit und Wiederverwendbarkeit nieder, und andererseits
führt es zu langsamerer Ausführung der Transformationen. Zur Zeit können Transformationen
nur durch Anwendung von atomaren Editieroperationen modifiziert werden. Es fehlen aber zu-
sammengesetzte Operationen, die es erlauben die Transformationen selbst durch Restrukturie-
rungen zu verbessern.

Mit dieser Arbeit werden auf Basis bestehender Arbeiten Restrukturierungsregeln, soge-
nannte Refactorings für ATL entwickelt, die es erlauben, ATL-Transformationen so zu transfor-
mieren, dass nichtfunktionale Anforderungen und interne Softwarequalitätsattribute verbessert
werden.
Als Basis ist ein Katalog von Refactorings entwickelt worden, u.a. für Namensänderungen, Re-
strukturierungen und Optimierungen zur Laufzeitverbesserung. Zusätzlich gibt es eine Erweite-
rungsmöglichkeit, um domänenspezifische Refactorings zu erstellen.
Zu Beginn wurden existierende Transformationen analysiert und häufige „Bad Smells“ durch
Metriken und Qualitätsattribute, wie Lesbarkeit, Wartbarkeit und Wiederverwendbarkeit, abge-
leitet. Aus dieser Ableitung entstand die Definition eines Refactoring-Katalogs, der Maßnah-
men für die Eliminierung von „Bad Smells“ bereitstellt. Der Katalog wird mit ATL im Refining
Mode implementiert und wird mit einer Implementierung mittels EMF Modeling Operations
verglichen. Die Transformationen der ATL-Implementierung wurden vor und nach dem Refac-
toring mittels Metriken analysiert. Zusätzlich wurde die Laufzeit der Transformationen vor und
nach dem Refactoring durch Laufzeitmessungen und die Anzahl der exekutierten Bytecode-
Statements bewertet. Die Refactorings wurden mit anderen Transformationssprachen (beispiels-
weise QVT-Relations) auf Anwendbarkeit hin überprüft.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

This chapter introduces the reader to the context of this master’s thesis and states the motivation,
problem statement, contribution and structure of this work.

1.1 Motivation

Models are simplified and abstract views of reality. Computer science heavily uses models to
describe processes and structures. Using models gives software developers a powerful tool for
communicating information clearly. Models can be used to express ideas in a way where prose
fails. Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [35] utilizes this approach and makes models the cen-
tral way of thinking by telling: ’Everything is a model’ [10]. Models are used as starting point
for developing software. Models get a meaning as they do not stand for themselves anymore
but can be transformed to code that may even be executable straight away (eg. Java, C#). This
saves time and money and makes lots of software development activities obsolete. The whole
process of implementing is shortened and automated and less code has to be written by hand.
The generated code does not need to be tested every time. It is sufficient to test the code for one
model. So the main challenge is to create models and describe how they are transformed into
code. To prohibit a growing zoo of different kinds of models, modeling languages have been
invented (e.g. UML - Unified Modeling Language). Modeling languages specify how models
are constructed and visualized. These specifications can be models themselves so called meta-
models.
The Object Management Group (OMG) proposes a Meta Object Facility (MOF) [6] from which
metamodels can be constructed. Many modeling languages make use of the MOF (eg. UML,
SysML [6]).
There are multiple modeling languages with which the same thing can be described but the mod-
els doing so may look totally different. This is where transformations from models to models
come in. They describe how elements of one model have to be modified to become a model
adhering to another modeling language. Typical transformations consist of rules that map one
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or multiple elements of the source model to elements of the target model.
Model transformation is an important pillar in MDE. They can be created really quickly and
the advantage of transformations is that new models just need to be transformed to kinds of
models for whom model to code transformations already exist and code can easily be generated.
This provides a better way to develop software in comparison to traditional software engineering
methods. Due to the different approach of transformations other problems occur when imple-
menting them.

1.2 Problem

Transformations are software. Successful software needs to meet certain qualities. Those
qualities can be separated into software functional quality and software structural quality and
deal directly with how functional and non-functional requirements are met respectively. Struc-
tural quality is achieved by criterias like readability, maintainability and reuseability. The ISO
9126 [5] defines characterisitics needed for quality of code.
Regarding transformations these qualities are also applicable. Some are not relevant for this
thesis. We assume that transformations function and are reliable. However we focus on un-
derstandability and changeability. Looking at transformations, the more elements a metamodel
contains the bigger the transformations of the metamodel get. With size also the complexity
increases and the code may include more and more bad smells [21]. The understandability and
implicitly the maintainability and reusability decrease as code that is hard to read is also hard to
maintain and reuse. For example expressions may get longer and redundant code can be found.
This way it gets harder to read and redundant code needs fixes at multiple locations. Finding all
locations can become very time consuming the bigger a transformation gets, so the more rules
and lines of code it consists of. Implementations for model to model transformations allow to
counter such smells with constructs to minimize redundancy.
Refactorings have proven to be a prowerful solution to improve the quality of code by changing
the code without changing the behaviour. Code can be restructured to extinguish the bad smell or
operations get replaced by operations that fit the desired purpose better. As of today there are no
refactorings for transformations as typical bad smells are not identified. Typical bad smells for
object-oriented programming languages do not directly apply to transformations as the language
is built differently. Transformation languages are rule-based and follow a declarative paradigm
as opposed to the object-oriented paradigm and procedural paradigm. For instance the bad smell
called god class (a class that controls nearly the whole program) cannot be found in transfor-
mations due them consisting of rules. Similarly there could be god rules that contain a whole
transformation. The solution could be to extract new rules and introduce helpers to shrink that
rule to a size matching the other’s sizes.
Some paradigms also appear in transformation languages but the refactorings suggested for
object-oriented languages do not fit. For instance a refactoring suggesting to extract a method
cannot be applied but a new helper could be created. There are already collections of model to
model transformations so bad smells can be identified, named and described by analyzing them.
Refactorings can also be used to adapt to changes in metamodels, to new constructs in trans-
formation languages and to new plaforms generated for or even to a new way of modeling.
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Normally a chain of atomic operations would be needed to bring all implicit dependencies into
line.

1.3 Contribution

With this master’s thesis a catalogue of refactorings is created that counter bad smells. By
analysing existing transformations such bad smells should be extracted so they can be identified
when analysing new transformations. Bad smells are not defective code that does not work but
are constructs of code that are hardly understandable and therefore maintainable and reuseable.
They can be replaced with better constructs that keep the original functionality but improve read-
ability and maintainability at the same time. A refactoring is a description how a bad smell is
eliminated however it does not give a clue if a bad smell is present. Two kinds of pre-conditions
are needed. If a refactoring can be applied and if it is reasonable to do that. In [27] metrics
can be found, upon which decision strategies can be applied to identify a bad smell. Such de-
cision strategies are created for refactoring transformations. They have the advantage of being
implementable rather straightforward whereas descriptions of bad smells cannot. For example
it is easy to query for the number of rules, but very hard to check if code looks fine. If a bad
smell is present refactorings extinguishing them can be suggested or even be executed automati-
cally. Typical refactorings may replace long expressions by optimizing them or introducing new
helpers and rules.
Typical metrics for code (eg. lines of code) may give a clue of the successful refactoring but
there are already other metrics ( [25,40,43]) that also apply to transformations. Applying refac-
torings by hand can be tedious and therefore implementing them to make them applicable semi-
automatically is a further aim of this master’s thesis. As transformations can be interpreted as
models, the refactorings can be implemented as transformations. The source model is a to be
refactored transformation and the output model is the resulting transformation. This is called
higher order transformation. [39] describes how model can be refined. Instead of producing
whole new output models it is sufficient to describe how some elements need to be modified.
Refining models is ideal for refactorings. Only some elements of a tranformation need to be
restructured and the rest is carried over from the original.
The refactorings should not only be useful for tranformations written in ATL. There are different
transformations languages and many of them are implementing QVT (Query View Transforma-
tion [7]) and the refactorings should also work with them.
To ensure the refactorings keep their promise to improve transformations they should be evalu-
ated regarding understandability and performance. This is achieved by applying metrics on the
one hand and take time and count executed bytecode for the transformations on the other. The
results are provided and analyzed.

1.4 Structure of the Work

The thesis will start with the background needed for all technologies at hand. Regarding trans-
formations, the concept of model to model transformations will be described. Especially how
transformations can be implemented in the ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL). ATL is
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based on the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [44] which is a textual language that allows to
specify constraints and queries on any MOF model.
As an important part of the thesis is quality of code later on, what makes good code is indicated.
As quality may be a subjective size the meaning of metrics for code is discussed. Finally the
purpose of refactorings is clarifed for object-oriented languages (eg. Java and OCL).
Then the catalogue of refactorings is discussed in the next chapter. There are four catagories:
renaming, restructuring, inheritance-related and OCL-related refactorings. Renaming deals with
the named elements of transformations. In general giving elements meaningful names, read-
ability may increase just by renaming those elements. Restructuring makes use of the structural
possibilities of transformation languages. By moving parts of a rule, helper or binding, in-
creased readability and better performance may be achieved. Rules consisting of lesser elements
can give a better idea of their purpose. Performance cannot be influenced as directly as with
programming languages but having cleaner rules and many helpers may also improve it. Inheri-
tance relationships in models can also be utilized as rules also support inheritance. Hence many
refactorings can be found for this category. Finally as transformation languages are widely based
on OCL there are many refactorings that can also be applied to where OCL is adapted. As the
refactorings are described their possible advantages and disadvantage will be assumed.
Different implementations for the refactorings are shown and evaluated afterwards. One im-
plementation is done with ATL and a second is done with EMF Modeling Operations. The
evaluation is done with metrics for structural quality attributes. The impact on performance
is tested by measuring runtime and executed bytecode. Regarding the application to different
transformation languages the refactorings will also be tested against QVT-Relations.
In the end the related work is indicated.
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CHAPTER 2
Background

This chapter covers the technical aspects which are needed for refactoring model to model trans-
formations. At first the concept of model to model transformations is introduced in detail. Then
the realization of the concept in ATL is shown. The means of quality attributes of software are
discussed and how they can be measured with metrics. Finally refactorings are declared.

2.1 Model Driven Engineering

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is an approach to counter the inability of third-generation
languages to alleviate complexity and express domain concepts efficiently [35]. MDE com-
bines domain specific modeling languages (DSML) with transformation engines and genera-
tors. DSMLs’ formalize application requirements, behavior and requirements within specific
domains. Typical domains are avionics mission computing, online financial services or ware-
house management. Metamodels are used to desribe DSMLs by defining the relationships be-
tween concepts of a domain. Semantics and constraints for those concepts can then be precisely
specified. Developers express design intents for building applications then declaratively by us-
ing elements of the typesystem captured by the metamodels.
Transformation engines and generators synthesize various types of artifacts like source code,
test cases, deployment descriptors or documentation by analyzing certain aspects of models.
The synthetization guarantees the consistency of application implementations and requirements
captured by models. The great advantage of the automated transformation process is that it is
’correct-by-construction’ in contrast to the tedious and error prone handcrafted software devel-
opments processes.
DSMLs allow to metamodel the semantics and syntax of a domain. Any learning curves are flat-
tened as (familiar) grapical elements can be used. By imposing domain-specific constraints and
performing model checking errors can be detected and prevented in the early life cycle phases.
This approach allows to deal with systems containing thousands of elements.
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Figure 2.1: The layers of models. M3 defines an Infrastructure to construct metamodels (eg.
MOF). M2 defines a metamodel (eg. UML 2.0 partially). In layer M1 a user model is defined
representing the real world M0.

2.2 Transformations

Models are an abstraction of the world. There are many different ways to abstract something
and therefore it there can be many different models describing the same thing. To describe how
models of the same kind should look like, metamodels are introduced. Every possible element
of a model gets described by elements in the metamodel. (cf. Figure 2.1) The standard for spec-
ifying metamodels is MOF. It consists of all elements necessary for constructing metamodels.
Having this standard allows to have standardized ways to transform models.
Transformations describe how models are transformed. There need to be descriptions how ele-
ments of a model and their features are adopted to become instance of another metamodel. This
is called out-place transformation or exogenous transformation. (cf. Figure 2.2)

In-place transformations are transformations that refine models as input and output models
are instances of the same metamodel. These transformations are also called endogenous trans-
formations.
There are also other kinds of classification for transformations: They can be unidirectional or
bidirectional. Unidirectional transformations take one type of input model and produce on type
of output model. It can be seen as one-way transformation.
Bidirectional transformations work in both ways. Models accepted as input can also be output.
Such transformations can be used to keep models consistent where changes at one type of model
are populated to the others and consistency is maintained. Bijective transformations in this con-
text keep the models consistent having the same information but presenting it differently.
View transformations produce view models that are abstractions of concrete models.
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Figure 2.2: Schematical view of a typical model tranformation. The transformation is exoge-
nous. A model Ma conforming to metamodel MMa is transformed by a transformation Mt
conforming to a modeling lanuage described with metamodel MMt to a model Mb conforming
to a metamodel MMb.

Figure 2.3: An example transformation with ATL.

2.3 ATL

ATL is a rule-based approach to transform models to models [24]. There are imperative and
declarative parts in the language. Transformations consist of rules match elements of the source
model and produce elements of the target model. ATL is a plug-in for Eclipse and comes with an
editor, a debugger and a profiler. Transformations are compiled to object code and executed in a
virtual machine. A transformation is mainly built from rules. They are contained in a module that
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Collection Type Duplicates Ordered
Bag 2� 2
Sequence 2� 2�
Set 2 2
OrderedSet 2 2�

Table 2.1: Types of collections and whether they allow duplicates and keep elements ordered.

defined what models can be input and what models are output. They can have different purposes.
Matched rules are executed for every element matched in the input model. Lazy matched rules
are executed for elements for whom it is called. Called rules do not need any elements from
the source model and can be used to produce elements for the target model. Inpatterns define
what elements are matched and outpatterns give the produced elements. There can be guards,
also called filters, that give the opportunity to match only some elements. The elements of the
outpattern contains bindings that declare which features are set from which features from the
inpattern’s elements. A feature is given by its name followed by <- and then an expression
whose result is assigned to the feature. Often this expression may just be a navigation to a
feature of an inpattern element. (cf. Listing 2.2)
The semantics of matched rules are that they match input elements and a traceability link is
internally set from a matched element to the elements produced by the rule for the match. Those
links can be serialized to evaluate what elements in the target model where produced for which
matched element in the source model.
A mechanism to reuse code is rule inheritance. All rules except called rules can have superrules.
They inherit filters and bindings from the superrule. The matched elements have to be subsets of
the superrule. The superrule may be abstract. Bindings of the subrule can be overriden by fully
replacing them. Filters cannot be overriden as it would break the subtyping polymorphism. The
filter of subrules has to be more specific. First the filter of a superrule gets evaluated and then
the one of the matching subrule.
There are helpers which act like methods of typical programming languages. They have a return
type, may have a context and can have multiple parameters. The helper’s signatures are built like
listed in Listing 2.1. The exp’s type has to be of the kind return_type. A context is useful when
calling a helper directly at elements as the helper can access the element with self. (cf. Listing
2.2).

Listing 2.1: Syntax of helpers in ATL.
1 helper [context context_type]? def : helper_name(parameters) : return_type = exp;

Primitive types as there are Boolean, Integer and Real support the usual operators. Strings can
be manipulated like in other modern programming languages. There are some collection types,
which can be ordered and/or set-like (cf. Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.1). Collections support adding
and removing elements. Ordered collections have operations for accessing nth elements and
inserting them at a given position. There are operations checking if an element or elements of
given collection are included.
Enumarations, tuples and maps are also available and work like expected coming from other
common programming languages.
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Figure 2.4: Types of collections in OCL/ATL.

Figure 2.5: A part of ATL’s metamodel showing the if expression. It is kind of OclExpression
and has exactly one condition, exactly one then-Expression and exactly one else-Expressions
which are all of type OclExpression.

An if-clause is available for conditional expressions. The else keyword is mandatory and there-
fore also else expressions (cf. Figure 2.5).

The imperative part is needed for calculations that are much harder if declaratively described.
It may be used in every sort of rule by creating a do-section. (cf. simple example 2.3) The do-
section of a called rule is basically a procedure. It can be used to emulate a constructor.

Listing 2.2: A basic Example of ATL by Freddy Allilaire, Frédéric Jouault (INRIA) February
2007. Families are transformed to Persons. Two Matched Rules create Male and Female Per-
sons. The Gender is filtered by Guards at lines 35 and 44. The Guards call a Helper that checks
if the matched Member isFemale. The bindings in lines 38 and 47 show the calculation of the
fullname. The Helper familyName takes the Surname in the prioritized Order: Father, Mother,
Son, Daughter.

1 -- @path Families=/Families2Persons/Families.ecore
2 -- @path Persons=/Families2Persons/Persons.ecore
3
4 module Families2Persons;
5 create OUT : Persons from IN : Families;
6
7 helper context Families!Member def: familyName : String =
8 if not self.familyFather.oclIsUndefined() then
9 self.familyFather.lastName

10 else
11 if not self.familyMother.oclIsUndefined() then
12 self.familyMother.lastName
13 else
14 if not self.familySon.oclIsUndefined() then
15 self.familySon.lastName
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16 else
17 self.familyDaughter.lastName
18 endif
19 endif
20 endif;
21
22 helper context Families!Member def: isFemale() : Boolean =
23 if not self.familyMother.oclIsUndefined() then
24 true
25 else
26 if not self.familyDaughter.oclIsUndefined() then
27 true
28 else
29 false
30 endif
31 endif;
32
33 rule Member2Male {
34 from
35 s : Families!Member (not s.isFemale())
36 to
37 t : Persons!Male (
38 fullName <- s.firstName + ’ ’ + s.familyName
39 )
40 }
41
42 rule Member2Female {
43 from
44 s : Families!Member (s.isFemale())
45 to
46 t : Persons!Female (
47 fullName <- s.firstName + ’ ’ + s.familyName
48 )
49 }

Listing 2.3: A simple example for using an imperative do-section. Notice the last statement has
to be the produced element.

1 rule createGreeting() {
2 to
3 g : OUT!Greeting (
4 )
5 do {
6 g.phrase <- ’hello imperative world!’
7 g;
8 }
9 }

Like in OCL, all the source elements may be queried with allInstances(). It may be necces-
sary to collect all instances of an element if there is no navigation to those elements available.

ATL supports also in-place transformations in a so called ’refining mode’ [39]. Input and
output models are instances of the same metamodel. It allows to write rules only for elements
that have to be modified. All unmatched elements and their attributes are copied to the output
model. If parts of the model need to be deleted, there have to be explicit matched rules that
filter for those elements. As there are no outpattern elements, the keyword drop is available for
expressing the desired purpose. The mode does not allow do sections, lazy rules or called rules
(as of August 2011).
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Listing 2.4: An example for refining instances of MetaModel. Classes not having annotations
(cf. Guard in Line 6) get an new annotation added from rule addAnnotation. The feature de-
scription of the annotation is set to a string. Classes having an annotation which description is
’delete’ are dropped by rule dropClassAnnotatedDelete (cf. lanes 16-21).

1 module refiningMM;
2 create MM : MetaModel refining MM : MetaModel;
3
4 rule addAnnotation {
5 from
6 c : MM!Class (not c.annotations->notEmpty())
7 to
8 cc : MM!Class (
9 annotations <- newAnnotation

10 ),
11 newAnnotation : MM!Annotation (
12 description <- ’please add description as no annotations were given!’
13 )
14 }
15
16 rule dropClassAnnotatedDelete {
17 from
18 c : MM!Class (c.annotations->any(e | e.description = ’delete’))
19 to
20 drop
21 }

All transformations implemented with ATL conform to its metamodel (cf. Figure 2.6). Mod-
ule is the root element. It contains Rules and Helpers. In special cases Query and Library are
also root elements but they contain only helpers. Rules are further divided into CalledRules and
MatchedRules. The main difference between those two, is that called rules don’t have inpatterns.
ActionBlocks are allowed in all types of rules. They contain multiple Statements in imperative
styling.
LazyMatchedRules are a specialized type of matched rule which can be unique. InPatterns con-
tain the InPatternElements of a matched rule and its filter which is an OCLExpression. OutPat-
terns contain OutPatternElements that are either SimpleOutPatternElements or the deprecated
ForEachOutPatternElements. Both contain Bindings.
An instance of ATL can be seen in Figure 2.7. The model can be created by parsing the code
with the ATLParser included in the plug-in. This step is necassary to refine transformations. A
model can also be serialized to code again.

2.4 Software Quality Attributes

One of software engineering’s disciplines is software quality. Quality became so important for
software that standards were created dealing with all aspects of software quality. ISO/IEC 9126
Software engineering – Product quality [5] was an international standard for software quality.
It is revised by ISO/IEC 25010:2011 Systems and software engineering – Systems and software
Quality Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE) – System and software quality models [4]. It
defines six characteristics needed for software to provide business value.
The characteristics are:
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Figure 2.6: Metamodel of ATL.
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• Functionality

• Reliability

• Usability

• Efficiency

• Maintainability

• Portability

Functionality covers attributes of functions e.g. adhering to specified properties. There are sub-
characteristics, if functions suit the specification, if they are accurate, if they are interoperable,
if they are secure and if they have functional compliance. These characteristics can be applied
to transformations but it is assumed that transformations functioning as refactorings do not deal
with fixing functionality.
Reliability is a set of attributes for software indicating its capability of performing under stated
conditions for a stated period of time. This includes also maturity, fault tolerance, recoverability
and reliability compliance. Refactorings have no influence on these attributes, as they stay the
same per definition of what refactorings do.
Usability describes with the effort needed to use software. Undestandability is part of this char-
acteristic describes the from the perspective of the user. Additionally there are attributes for

Figure 2.7: The partially collapsed model in abstract syntax of the transformation seen in Listing
2.2.
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learnability, operability, attractiveness and usability compliance. Transformations are only code
and these attributes do not apply.
Efficiency has an impact on transformations, it deals with the level of performance and the
amount of resources needed. There are the criteria of time behaviour, resource utilisation and
efficiency compliance. Refactorings can have a huge impact on efficiency regarding transforma-
tions. Optimizing statements or expressions can considerably shorten the runtime.
Maintainability has attributes indicating effort needed to modify software for changed speci-
fications. Improving maintainability is a goal of refactorings and therefore also important for
transformations. Sub-characteristics are analyzability, changeability, stability, testability and
maintainability compliance.
Portability is a set of attributes identifiying a software’s abilities to be transferred from one envi-
ronment to the other. Among the sub-characteristics are adaptability, installability, co-existence,
replaceability and portability compliance. Transformations are only executed in special virtual
machines. Porting them is not required as the virtual machines could be ported first. However,
refactorings may be applied to multiple transformations languages.
All those characteristics are measured with metrics that makes software comparable to other
software or allows to create a quality model that defines minimum quality goals for software.

2.5 Metrics

Metrics deal with software itself. Unfortunately, size and cyclomatic complexity do not directly
correspond to attributes like understandability and maintainability. Technology and kind of soft-
ware need different metrics to measure their software quality. To give metrics a meaning, a lot of
data needs to be collected and analyzed to extrapolate what metrics indicate the software quality.
A distinction is drawn between static and dynamic metrics.

• Dynamic metrics can be collected by taking readings while executing a program.

• Static metrics can be taken from system depictions like design, code or documentation.

Dynamic metrics can be used to evaluate the efficiency and reliability of a program. Static met-
rics allow evaluating complexity, understandability and maintainability of a system. Dynamic
metrics are rather simple to measure by taking the runtime of a function or the time of system
startup. Measuring the number of system errors can be easily done by logging those.
Static metrics only stand in indirect relation to quality characteristics. Many metrics were pro-
posed and many experiments were conducted in an attempt to find relations between metrics
and quality charateristics (cf. Table 2.2). Some metrics proved to give solid predictions for
quality attributes, others do not correlated with any attributes at all. There are metrics that are
specialized for object-oriented systems (cf. Figure 2.3 [14]). Some of those metrics proved to
be reliable in predicting error-proneness of a design [36].
Regarding transformation languages, there are metrics that fit. Not all metrics proposed for a
system are applicable to others. The papers [8, 40, 43] suggest metrics for ATL. Those metrics
can be devided into categories:
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Software Metrics Description
Fan-in/Fan-out Fan-in gives the number of functions which call another func-

tion. Fan-out is the number of functions called by a function.
The bigger the value of fan-in, the more coupled a function is to
the whole system and the deeper impact changes in that function
have. A high number of fan-out may indicate that the complex-
ity of that function is high due to the coordination done with all
components.

Length of Code A metric for the size of a program. The more code a component
has, the more complex and error-prone it will be in general. This
metric proved to be solid for predictions of error-proneness.

Cyclomatic Complexity A metric for control complexity of a program and may directly
impinge on its understandability.

Length of Identifiers A metric for the average lenth of identifiers. The longer the iden-
tifiers are, the higher the propability of having expressiveness and
therefore the program may be understandable more easily.

Depth of Branching and Nesting A metric for the depth of branching of if-clauses in a program.
Deeply branched if-clauses are harder to understand and prone to
errors.

Fog-Index A metric for the average length of words and sentences in doc-
uments. The higher the value of the fog-index, the harder the
document is to understand.

Table 2.2: Typical Static Software Metrics

• Unit metrics deal with counting numbers of used language constructs like modules, li-
braries and helpers.

• Module metrics generate the number of source and target models, the average size of
metamodels, the coverage of those models and the number of each type of rule. There are
also metrics dealing with height of hierarchy of rules and the ratio of declarative parts to
imperative parts.

• Library metrics count the number of imports of a library and the fan-in/fan-out of helpers
in a library.

• Rule metrics count the amount of variables and calls to other units.

• Matched rule metrics deal with calls to helpers and attributes in a filter of a matched rule.

• Lazy matched rule metrics count the number of calls to a lazy matched rule.

• Called rule metrics sum up the number of calls, the number of parameters and the number
of unused parameters.
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Software Metrics Description
Depth of Inheritance Tree counts the number of layers in the inheritance tree. Subclasses

inherit attributes and operations from above. The deeper the tree
gets, the complexity of the design increases as more and more
objects need to be understood to understand the objects at the
leafs of the tree.

Fan-in/Fan-out-Method is a extenstion of the fan-in/fan-out in 2.2 distinguishing between
calls inside an object and external methods.

Weighted Methods per Class Each method of a class gets a value of complexity and all meth-
ods’ values are summarized. The higher the complexity the
higher the value for each method. Complex classes receive the
highest values. Presuming the more complex a class is the harder
it is to understand. Such classes may not cohere logically and
cannot be used as superclasses in the inheritance tree.

Number of overriden Operations is the number of methods from a superclass that are overriden by
methods in the subclass. A high value indicates that the super-
class may not be appropriate for the subclass.

Table 2.3: Object-Oriented Metrics

• Helper metrics count parameters and received calls, additionally indicate the complexity
of the body of a helper and the number of different kinds of expressions.

Table 2.4 gives an idea of basic metrics mainly taken from unit metrics. Some of those metrics
may allow conclusions to the complexity of the transformation. Table 2.5 gives a more detailed
breakdown of the metrics. Comparing the transformations measured in the tables in a visualiza-
tion in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 allows different interpretations: The similarity of the bars in the first
figure suggest that all measured transformations are similar in size. The second figure shows
that the bars of the second transformation are frequently higher than the others. An assumption
can be made, that that transformation is more complex than the others.

2.6 Refactorings

Refactorings were invented to improve software quality without changing its functionality. The
original refactorings were intended only for object-oriented frameworks [30]. ’Refactorings are
defined to be behaviour preserving’ [30] and at the same time improving the quality character-
istics by restructuring code. When refactoring bad smells, design problems may be uncovered.
Refactorings are small steps of improving code. They can be applied in sequential steps where
new smells may come up which can be eliminated by refactoring further.
The most common refactorings are taken from Fowler et al. [21]:

• Renaming symbols - increases the understandability as names can help to understand code
better.
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Metric F2P U2J J2T

Number of Units 1 1 1
Number of Input Models 1 1 1
Number of Output Models 1 1 1
Number of Involved Metamodels 2 2 2
Number of Transformation Rules 2 6 4
Number of Matched Rules (Excluding Lazy Matched Rules) 2 6 2
Number of Matched Rules (Including Lazy Matched Rules) 2 6 4
Number of Lazy Matched Rules (Excluding Unique) 0 0 1
Number of Lazy Matched Rules (Including Unique) 0 0 2
Number of Unique Lazy Matched Rules 0 0 1
Number of Called Rules 0 0 0
Number of Rules with a Filter Condition on the Input Pattern 2 2 0
Number of Unused Input Pattern Elements 0 0 1
Number of Abstract Matched Rules 0 0 0
Number of Rule Inheritance Trees 2 6 4
Number of Helpers 2 4 2
Number of Helpers with Context 2 4 1
Number of Helpers without Context 0 0 1
Number of Attribute Helpers 1 0 1
Number of Attribute Helpers with Context 1 0 0
Number of Attribute Helpers without Context 0 0 1
Number of Operation Helpers 1 4 1
Number of Operation Helpers with Context 1 4 1
Number of Operation Helpers without Context 0 0 0
Number of Operation Helpers with Parameters 0 0 1
Number of Operation Helpers without Parameters 1 4 0
Number of Overloaded Helpers 0 0 0
Number of Variables With the Same Name but a Different Type 0 0 0
Percentage of rules that change the model 100.0 100.0 100.0
Number of Calls to resolveTemp() 0 0 1
Number of Calls to allInstances() 0 0 1
Number of Calls To Built-In Functions (Built-In Function Fan-In) 15 14 15

Table 2.4: Metrics extracted from Families2Persons 2.2, UML2JAVA [3], Java2Table [3].

Figure 2.8: Visualisation of Metrics from Table 2.4
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Figure 2.9: Visualisation of Metrics of Table 2.5.

• Moving a symbol into another module - can improve understandability and maintainabiliy
as the symbol fits better into that module regarding functionality.

• Splitting modules into multiple smaller ones or merging small modules into a larger one
can improve the understandabiltiy as concerns are getting separated or coupled.

The advantage of refactorings is that quality of software gets increased: This is achieved by
improving understandability, testability and maintainability.
Understandability is important as understood programs can be maintained and extended easily.
It is possible to prevent errors when extending code and avoid redundant code created by imple-
menting the same functionality twice.
Testability helps as automated unit-tests can be created and used as regression-tests later on.
Code gets refactored to make it testable.
Modularity is a characteristic that allows reusing code from different locations and minimizing
maitainability. A hypothetic error needs only to be fixed only in one module.
Risks of refactorings are – as only working code gets refactored – that unintended changes and
errors are introduced.
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CHAPTER 3
Bad Smells

This chapter lists bad smells found in transformations. In literature the name anti-pattern is also
used frequently for describing code smell. The origins of bad smells is to some part an adoption
of the smells introduced by Fowler et al. [21]: Bad Names, Code Duplicate, God Object The
Oversized Bindings/Filters, unsued language feature and deprecated language feature resulted
from the analyzation of the transformation zoo [3]. The god rule is an adaption of the anti-pattern
god object.

3.1 Bad Names

Bad names occur if model names are kept by default values. The metamodels ’MM’, ’MM1’,
’MM2’ and so on are fully functional but giving them names with a meaning increases under-
standability. When model elements’ names occur in multiple source and/or target models, it is
even more important to give meaningful names (cf. Listing 3.1).

Listing 3.1: Examples of named Elements in ATL. The second Version shows an improved
Version by renaming Elements.

1 module transformation;
2 create OUT : MM1 from IN : MM;
3
4 rule root {
5 from
6 r : MM!Root
7 to
8 rr : MM1!Root (
9 elements <- r.elements

10 )
11 }
12
13 module TreeToList;
14 create OUT : List from IN : Tree;
15
16 rule TreeRootToListRoot {
17 from
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18 treeroot : Tree!Root
19 to
20 listroot : List!Root (
21 elements <- treeroot.elements
22 )
23 }

Names of lazy matched rules, called rules and helpers are important as the calls also use the
names. Names of matched rules are unimportant for functionality but still offer a possibility to
make transformations more understandable by chosing meaningful names.
Pattern elements’ names should considerably differ to prevent severe mix-ups.

3.2 God Rule

The smell God Rule is present if a transformation consists only of one rule although both input
and output models consist of mutliple elements. A god rule is also present if there are multiple
rules but only one controls the whole transformation. Problems arise when trying to maintain
and extend such a rule. Finding and identifying the right locations for such changes can be very
time consuming if the transformation is complex (eg. Listing 3.2).
A god rule is very similar to the object oriented anti-pattern god object described in Fowler et
al. [21].

Listing 3.2: Example for God Rule.
1 rule uml2er{
2 from
3 p : IN!Package,
4 a : IN!Class,
5 aa : IN!Attribute,
6 t : IN!PrimitiveType
7 (p.elements->includes(a) and a.attributes->includes(aa) and aa.type = t)
8 to
9 col : OUT!Column (

10 table <- thisModule.class2table(a),
11 name <- aa.name,
12 type <- thisModule.produceType(t),
13 constraints <- Sequence{thisModule.producePKConstraint(aa), thisModule.

produceFKConstraint(aa), thisModule.produceUQConstraint(aa)}
14 )
15
16 }

3.3 Code Duplicate

Code Duplicates can occur at different locations. The most obvious code duplicate is when
helpers or rules are identical besides their names. Other examples for duplicates are the expres-
sions chains reoccurring in multiple bindings or filters (cf. Listing 3.3).
Typical and obvious duplicates occur when rules have identical bindings and the possibility to
move them to superrules was overlooked.

Listing 3.3: Examples for code duplicates (rules, bindings and expressions) in transformations.
1 module TreeToList;
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2 create OUT : List from IN : Tree;
3
4 rule TreeRootToListRoot {
5 from
6 treeroot : Tree!Root (treeroot.elements->size() >= 10)
7 to
8 listroot : List!Root (
9 size <- treeroot.elements->last().number,

10 last <- treeroot.elements->last()
11 )
12 }
13
14 rule TreeRootSmallToListRoot {
15 from
16 treeroot : Tree!Root (treeroot.elements->size() < 10)
17 to
18 listroot : List!Root (
19 size <- treeroot.elements->last().number,
20 last <- treeroot.elements->last()
21 )
22 }

3.4 Oversized Binding/Filter

Sometimes bindings are programmed just for the goal of getting them to work; they end up
being terribly oversized by number of expressions and complexity. Regardless which kind of
expressions are in a binding, starting with about three expressions the bindings get oversized.
Navigation expressions are easier to understand than loop or collection operations, but they may
be hard to understand if the metamodel defined bad names for them. These bad names are a
design flaw of the metamodel and not a smell in the transformation.
The example shown in listing 3.4 features a binding with three navigation expressions in line 5.
Such bindings are not particularly comprehensible as the names lack a meaning. The binding in
line 6 has too many expressions and its purpose cannot be identified without further investiga-
tion. Both smells can be eliminated.

Listing 3.4: Example showing the smell Oversized Binding
1 from
2 fish : Food!Fish
3 to
4 meal : Menu!Meal (
5 ingredients <- fish.as.bs.cs,
6 descritpion <- fish.as->select(e | e.bs = true)->collect(e | e.name)->select(e | e.

startsWith(’Sea’))
7 )

Filters can get large regarding the number of and and or operations as wells as long expressions.
Beeing aware of the logical intentions when connecting boolean expressions can be hard.

Listing 3.5: Example showing the smell Oversized Filter
1 from
2 fish : Food!Fish (fish.raw = true and fish.water = #freshwater or fish.

coolingTempNeeded <= #verycool and fish.water = #saltwater)
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3.5 If Cascade

If cascades describe a smell where multiple if clauses are nested. Starting with a deepness of
three if clauses, code gets really hard to read and understand. Logically the nesting may not be
necessary (cf. Listing 3.6).

Listing 3.6: Example showing the smell If Cascade
1 helper def : relationalType4classType(datatype : class!PrimitiveTypeTypes) : relational

!DataTypes =
2 if datatype = #DATE
3 then
4 #DATE
5 else
6 if datatype = #TIME
7 then
8 #TIME
9 else

10 if datatype = #BOOLEAN or datatype = #INTEGER
11 then
12 #INTEGER
13 else
14 if datatype = #FLOAT
15 then
16 #DOUBLE
17 else
18 if datatype = #DATETIME
19 then
20 #TIMESTAMP
21 else
22 #VARCHAR
23 endif
24 endif
25 endif
26 endif
27 endif;

3.6 Unused Language Features

This smell occurs when code is present that doesn’t make use of language features that express
the purpose of the code better (cf. Listing 3.7). Polymorphism is one typical example of unused
language features. ATL supports polymorphism wherever types are involved.

Listing 3.7: Example showing the smell Unused Language Feature
1 helper context Animal!Pet def : getAssociationName() : String =
2 if self.oclIsTypeOf(Animal!Cat)
3 then
4 ’FIFE’
5 else
6 if self.oclIsTypeOf(Animal!Dog)
7 then
8 ’FCI’
9 else

10 ’unknown’
11 endif
12 endif;
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3.7 Deprecated Language Feature

ATL has been under constant developement for many years now. Already some language fea-
tures are considered outdated and are therefore deprecated. Constructs using those deprecated
features can be refactored to other constructs. A concrete example is the foreach outpattern
which is deprecated since ATL 2.0 and shown in Listing 3.8.

Listing 3.8: Example showing the smell Deprecated Language Feature
1 to
2 blkB : TypeB!BlockB (
3 inputPorts <- inPts
4 ),
5 inPts : distinct TypeB!InPortB foreach(ptA in blkA.inputPorts)(
6 name <- ptA.name)
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CHAPTER 4
Refactorings for ATL

Refactorings can be split into four categories: renaming, restructuring, inheritance-related and
OCL-related refactorings. The categories and the refactorings are heaviliy influenced by the
technical report [45]. The last section shows which refactorings eliminate what bad smells.

4.1 Renaming

These refactorings are only about readability and maintainability, as no functionality is altered.
There are two kinds of names: The names that come from the source metamodel(s) have to be
used in the transformation in bindings and model elements. The names of module, rules, helpers
and patterns which have been chosen by the user and can therefore by altered with refactorings.

Model

Listing 4.1: Head of ATL Transformation
1 -- @path Iy=/InheritanceExperiments/Inheritancy.ecore
2 -- @path I=/InheritanceExperiments/Inheritance.ecore
3
4 module helpermerge;
5 create OUT : Iy from IN : I;

Renaming a model can lead to better readability of the transformation. Instead of the default
name ’MM’ giving the model an actual name may describe the purpose of a transformation in
a better way. In Listing 4.1 the name occurs at in and out models but also at the reference to
the location of the models in the comments before the module keyword. The name has to be
changed at both locations.
Rule

Rules contain matched, lazy and called ones. Renaming rules is straightforward with matched
rules, since their name only appears once in a transformation, the refactoring is only about
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changing that name. Lazy and called rules’ names have a more important meaning as they are
needed for calling those rules. Refactoring their names has to include setting the name to a new
name and also finding every call of these rules and changing the name there, this is necessary to
keep the functionality of the transformation as it was before (cf. Listing 4.2).

Listing 4.2: Rule, Helper and Pattern Element Renaming
1 helper context String def : modify() : String = self.toLower();
2
3 rule top {
4 from
5 c : IN!Class
6 to
7 el : OUT!Element (
8 name <- c.name.modify(),
9 features <- c.attributes->collect(e | thisModule.bottom(e))

10 )
11 }
12
13 lazy rule bottom {
14 from
15 attribute : IN!Attribute
16 to
17 feature : OUT!Feature (
18 name <- attribute.name,
19 containedBy <- thisModule.resolveTemp(attribute.class, ’el’)
20 )
21 }

Helper

Refactoring helpers’ names is done almost the same way as refactoring lazy and called rules.
The name of the helper gets changed and so are the names of all calls to the helper (cf. Listing
4.2). In special cases, when helpers have identic names but different context, all helpers get
refactored.

Pattern Elements

Renaming pattern elements only requires one change in the pattern, due ATL having all vairables
referring to that pattern element set as reference. However, resolveTemp() may be used in other
rules to refer to target elements created by a rule, whereas the string parameter for the out pattern
has to be refactored as it is not associated in any way to the correct out pattern element before
execution (cf. Listing 4.2).

4.2 Restructuring

Refactorings categorized in restructuring make use of extracting, inlining, merging and splitting
helpers and rules. Bindings can be refactored by splitting and merging. Rules can be converted
from matched rules to lazy rules and vice versa.
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Extract Helper/Rule

Parts of rules and helpers may be extracted to new rules and helpers to reduce their complexity
and increase readability, maintainability and reusability. Rules can be extracted from other rules
if the in and out pattern elements are loosely coupled. Regarding the deprecated language con-
struct of ATL distinct foreach (cf. Listing 4.3) extracting lazy rules out of a matched rule is a
typical refactoring to keep tranformations updated.

Listing 4.3: Distinct Foreach Construct (deprecated) from [1].
1 rule BlkA2BlkB {
2 from
3 blkA : TypeA!BlockA
4 to
5 blkB : TypeB!BlockB (
6 inputPorts <- inPts,
7 outputPorts <- outPts
8 ),
9 inPts : distinct TypeB!InPortB foreach(ptA in blkA.inputPorts)(

10 name <- ptA.name),
11 outPts : distinct TypeB!OutPortB foreach(ptA in blkA.outputPorts)(
12 name <- ptA.name)
13 }

Each distinct foreach out pattern element can by exported to a new lazy rule (cf. Listing 4.4).

Listing 4.4: Distinct Foreach eliminated by Extracting Lazy Rules [1]
1 rule BlkA2BlkB {
2 from
3 blkA : TypeA!BlockA
4 to
5 blkB : TypeB!BlockB (
6 inputPorts <- blkA.inputPorts->
7 collect(e | thisModule.PortA2InPortB(e)),
8 outputPorts <- blkA.outputPorts->
9 collect(e | thisModule.PortA2OutPortB(e))

10 )
11 }
12
13 lazy rule PortA2InPortB {
14 from
15 s : TypeA!PortA
16 to
17 t : TypeB!InPortB (
18 name <- s.name
19 )
20 }
21
22 lazy rule PortA2OutPortB {
23 from
24 s : TypeA!PortA
25 to
26 t : TypeB!OutPortB (
27 name <- s.name
28 )
29 }

Complex helpers can be extracted almost everywhere. Parts of expressions can be moved to a
new helper; by moving expressions to the new helper and inserting a call to the helper, helper
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complexity can be reduced quickly. Setting the context according to the expression the helper
is called at, chosing the parameters needed for the extracted expressions and finding the correct
return type are the steps needed for extracting a helper. Listing 4.5 shows how a helper can be
extracted from the rule top seen in Listing 4.2.

Listing 4.5: Extracting a Helper from a Binding
1 helper context IN!Class def : features() : Set(OUT!Feature) = self.attributes->collect(

e | thisModule.bottom(e));
2
3 rule top {
4 from
5 c : IN!Class
6 to
7 el : OUT!Element (
8 name <- c.name.modify(),
9 features <- c.features()

10 )
11 }

Inline Helper/Rule

Inlining helpers/rules is the opposite refactoring to extracting. This refactoring may decrease
readability as helpers/rules become more complex; however, it may increase performance (cf.
Listings 4.6, 4.7). Regarding helpers the body of a helper getting inlined is copied to every call
for this helper. Maintaining the code now inlined at multiple locations takes more time than
doing that at only one location.
Inlining a rule means moving in and out pattern elements with all their bindings into the rule
calling the to be inlined rule.

Listing 4.6: Helper and calling Rules
1 helper context IN!Class def : features() : Set(OUT!Feature) = self.attributes->collect(

e | thisModule.bottom(e));
2
3 rule class2element {
4 from
5 c : IN!Class
6 to
7 el : OUT!Element (
8 name <- c.name.modify(),
9 features <- c.features()

10 )
11 }
12
13 rule subclass2element {
14 from
15 c : IN!Subclass
16 to
17 el : OUT!Element (
18 name <- ’sub’+c.name,
19 features <- c.features()
20 )
21 }
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Listing 4.7: Inlining a Helper
1 rule class2element {
2 from
3 c : IN!Class
4 to
5 el : OUT!Element (
6 name <- c.name.modify(),
7 features <- c.attributes->collect(e | thisModule.bottom(e))
8 )
9 }

10
11 rule subclass2element {
12 from
13 c : IN!Subclass
14 to
15 el : OUT!Element (
16 name <- ’sub’+c.name,
17 features <- c.attributes->collect(e | thisModule.bottom(e))
18 )
19 }

Merge Helper/Rule

Rules can be merged if they are equal apart from the filter. The maintainability gets increased due
to having the bindings only once. Merging helpers makes use of inheritance relations between
context of helpers. Instead of two helpers, the helper with context of the subtype gets dropped
and its body is moved to the other helper. The other helper decides what to do upon the type of
the context he is applied to. It is a precondition that the return type and parameters are the same
(cf. Listings 4.8, 4.9).

Listing 4.8: Helpers about to be merged
1 helper context IN!Class def : op() : String = self.name;
2 helper context IN!SubClass def : op() : String = ’sub’+self.name;

Listing 4.9: Merged Helper
1 helper context IN!Class def: op() : String =
2 if self.oclIsTypeOf(IN!SubClass) then
3 ’sub’+self.name
4 else
5 self.name
6 endif;

Split Helper/Rule

Splitting helpers is a refactoring for a complex helper containing two parts that have only the
helper’s signature in common. Readability increases as the helpers get less complex and their
concerns are separated. In general, the split refactorings are the opposite to merging (cf. Listings
4.9, 4.8).
Splitting a rule is a refactoring applicable where in and out pattern elements are loosely or not
coupled among each other and having them in different rules increases readability (cf. Listings
4.10, 4.11).
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Listing 4.10: Rule with unnecessary Pooling of Model Elements
1 rule one2one {
2 from
3 c : IN!Class,
4 s : IN!Subclass
5 to
6 celement : OUT!Element (
7 name <- c.name
8 ),
9 selement : OUT!Element (

10 name <- s.name
11 )
12 }

Listing 4.11: Split Rules from Listing 4.10
1 rule one2onea {
2 from
3 c : IN!Class
4 to
5 celement : OUT!Element (
6 name <- c.name
7 )
8 }
9

10 rule one2oneb {
11 from
12 s : IN!Subclass
13 to
14 selement : OUT!Element (
15 name <- s.name
16 )
17 }

Merge Binding

Out pattern elements may have multiple bindings for the same target feature; to increase main-
tainability the bindings may be merged by uniting them in one binding or creating a collection
containing all of them (cf. Listing 4.12).

Listing 4.12: Two Bindings setting the same Feature (Considering Parts of a reverse Transfor-
mation for [1] at Lines 1 and 2 and possible Solutions for merging them at Lines 4 and 5

1 ports <- outputPorts,
2 ports <- inputPorts
3
4 ports <- outputPorts->union(inputPorts)
5 ports <- Sequence{outputPorts, inputPorts}

Split Binding

If a target feature is created by multiple source features that are collected by uniting or creating
collections, refactoring the binding into multiple bindings may increase readability if the indi-
vidual parts of the target feature are complex. Every element of a collection or union operation
in the binding is moved to a new binding for the same target feature (cf. Listing 4.12).
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Convert Rule Type

As converting a matched rule into a lazy rule and calling it at the right location may decrease
readability, it should increase performance as the rule does not need to be matched by the trans-
formation executor.
Conversely, refactoring a lazy rule to a matched rule increases readability but decreases perfor-
mance. Listing 4.13 shows a refactored version of the rules found in Listing 4.2.

Listing 4.13: Lazy Rule bottom from Listing 4.2 converted into Matched Rule and Calls re-
moved.

1 rule top {
2 from
3 c : IN!Class
4 to
5 el : OUT!Element (
6 name <- c.name.modify(),
7 features <- c.attributes
8 )
9 }

10
11 rule bottom {
12 from
13 attribute : IN!Attribute
14 to
15 feature : OUT!Feature (
16 name <- attribute.name,
17 containedBy <- thisModule.resolveTemp(attribute.class, ’el’)
18 )
19 }

Selected Elements to Filter

When binding source elements to target elements it may occur that only subsets of the source
model are selected (cf. Listing 4.14). The code can be improved by eliminating select() and
moving the condition to the filter of the matched rule matching the selected elements (cf. Listing
4.2).

Listing 4.14: An example for selecting subsets and matching them.
1 rule class2element {
2 from
3 c : IN!Class
4 to
5 el : OUT!Element (
6 features <- c.attributes->select(e | e.type.name <> ’String’)
7 )
8 }
9

10 rule attribute2feature {
11 from
12 attribute : IN!Attribute
13 to
14 feature : OUT!Feature (
15 name <- attribute.name
16 )
17 }
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1 rule class2element {
2 from
3 c : IN!Class
4 to
5 el : OUT!Element (
6 features <- c.attributes
7 )
8 }
9

10 rule attribute2feature {
11 from
12 attribute : IN!Attribute (attribute.type.name <> ’String’)
13 to
14 feature : OUT!Feature (
15 name <- attribute.name
16 )
17 }

4.3 Inheritance-related Refactorings

These refactorings make use of inheritance relationships between rules, but also introduce su-
perrules that increase readability by combining common bindings amoung rules.

Extract Superrule

Rules that have in and out pattern elements in common, a superrule may be introduced that
contains the same types of in and out pattern elements or even supertypes of those elements. A
refactoring may move bindings contained in all rules to the superrule and improving readability
and maintainability this way, as code is kept in a single location but used for multiple rules.
Regarding the filters of the inheriting rules, those may be kept or copied to the superrule and be
disjunctively concatenated. An inheriting rule will be still matched as before (cf. Listings 4.15,
4.16).

Listing 4.15: Two Rules having equal Pattern Element Names and Bindings
1 rule operation2feature {
2 from
3 e : Ecore!EOperation (e.name <> ’void’ and e.eTypeParameters->size() > 0)
4 to
5 f : OUT!Feature (
6 name <- e.name,
7 parameters <- e.eTypeParameters
8 )
9 }

10
11 rule attribute {
12 from
13 e : Ecore!EAttribute (e.name <> ’void’)
14 to
15 f : OUT!Feature (
16 name <- e.name
17 )
18 }
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Listing 4.16: A Superrule introduced by refactoring the Rules from Listing 4.15. Only equal
Bindings are moved to the Superrule.

1 abstract rule named2feature {
2 from
3 e : Ecore!ENamedElement (e.name <> ’void’)
4 to
5 f : OUT!Feature (
6 name <- e.name
7 )
8 }
9

10 rule operation2feature extends named2feature {
11 from
12 e : Ecore!EOperation (e.eTypeParameters->size() > 0)
13 to
14 f : OUT!Feature (
15 parameters <- e.eTypeParameters
16 )
17 }
18
19 rule attribute extends named2feature {
20 from
21 e : Ecore!EAttribute
22 to
23 f : OUT!Feature (
24
25 )
26 }

Eliminate Superrule

Eliminating a superrule means deleting the inheritance relationships to the subrules and dropping
the rule; therefore improving readability as a redundant rule gets removed.

Pull Up Binding

In case of identical bindings among already inheriting rules, these bindings can be moved to
the superrule to increase readability and maintainability. The transformation gets cleaner as the
number of bindings decreases. (Cf. Listing 4.16 may show the result after the refactoring was
applied to Listing 4.15 considering the superrule named2feature was already there.)

Pull Up Filter

Subrules sharing common parts of filters may be refactored by moving the common parts to the
superrule’s filter and disjunctively combining them. The superrules filter may get more complex
but performance increases as less elements get matched in the subrules. Cf. Listing 4.16 shows
how common filters are pulled. In this case the refactoring was part of extracting a superrule.

Push Down Binding

Bindings of superrules may be copied and moved to all inheriting rules. This refactoring may
be useful when the elimination of the superrule is planned or the bindings have to be altered for
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each subrule differently and the common binding is not needed anymore.

Push Down Filter

If a filter is too specific for a subrule and elements do not get matched, the filter can be moved and
copied to every subrule. Subrules already having filters will need to get the filters conjuctively
combined.

4.4 OCL-related Refactorings

These refactorings replace constructs of expressions with shorter ones or make use of caching
optimizations in the transformation executor.

Convert Helper Type

Helpers not having any parameters can be converted from attributes to operations and vice versa.
Attributes can be cached by the transformation executor thereby increasing performance (cf.
Listing 4.17).

Listing 4.17: Helper Operation and Attribute can be converted into each Other
1 helper context IN!Class def : modify() : String = self.name.toLower();
2 helper context IN!Class def : modify : String = self.name.toLower();

Protect Unsafe Target Navigation

Having a binding use an element from the target model, the element may not have been initial-
ized and introducing resolveTemp() avoids this unsafe execution. Listing 4.2 shows correct use
of resolveTemp(); in contrast, Listing 4.18 is unsafe as no OUT!Element is created and available
in the elementbyName map when the lazy rule bottom gets called and accesses the map.

Listing 4.18: Unsafe Target Navigation
1 helper context String def : modify() : String = self.toLower();
2 helper def : elementbyName : Map(String, OUT!Element) = Map{};
3
4 rule top {
5 from
6 c : IN!Class
7 to
8 el : OUT!Element (
9 name <- c.name.modify(),

10 features <- c.attributes->collect(e | thisModule.bottom(e))
11 )
12 do {
13 thisModule.elementbyName <- thisModule.elementbyName->including(c.name, el);
14 }
15 }
16
17 lazy rule bottom {
18 from
19 attribute : IN!Attribute
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20 to
21 feature : OUT!Feature (
22 name <- attribute.name,
23 containedBy <- thisModule.elementbyName->get(attribute.class.name)
24 )
25 }

Improve Opposite Reference Computation

Sometimes model elements have no reference to their containing model element. Unfortunately,
the transformation may need the containing element and queries with allInstances() and select().
An improvement is to use refImmediateComposite(), which returns this desired element. Read-
ability and performance increase as the complex query can be deleted and the transformation
executor just needs to follow a reference.

Listing 4.19: Filter from examples found at [1]. Lines 1-5 show the complex lookup and lines
7-10 show the improved version semantically doing the same

1 from
2 s : TypeA!PortA (
3 TypeA!BlockA.allInstances()->
4 select(e | e.inputPorts->includes(s))->notEmpty()
5 )
6
7 from
8 s : TypeA!PortA (
9 s.refImmediateComposite().inputPorts->includes(s)

10 )

Shorten Navigation by Context Switch

Rules having multiple inpattern elements may have bindings navigating to elements beginning
at a bad context. Refactoring these navigations by beginning at the context that is closest to the
navigated element increases readability and performance (cf. Listing 4.20).

Listing 4.20: Switching the Context for the Navigation at line 8 to the shorter one at line 9
1 rule generations {
2 from
3 grandparent : IN!Person,
4 parent : IN!Person
5 (grandparent.child = parent)
6 to
7 refinedgrandparent : OUT!Person (
8 grandchildren <- grandparent.child.child --before refactoring
9 grandchildren <- parent.child --after refactoring

10 )
11 }

Replace Select/First with Any

Many transformations query elements of collections with select() but only need one element of
the result, either because the selection matches only one element or simply one element of the
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selection is needed. any() does exactly what this combination of operations does. Refactoring
this means replacing select() with any() as both are operations applicable to collections and
removing first() (cf. Listing 4.21).

Listing 4.21: Line 1 includes Select/First which can be replaced with Any seen in line 2
1 name <- names->select(e | e.name = c.name)->first()
2 name <- names->any(e | e.name = c.name)

Replace allInstances with Navigation

Some transformations calculate all instances of a type instead of navigating to those. A refac-
toring may replace the calculation with a navigation if it is possible within the given context.
Performance increases as it is quicker to follow some references instead of querying all in-
stances and selecting some of them. However, readability may decrease if the navigation has
many steps.

Introduce Short-Circuits

ATL does not short-circuit the boolean expressions and and or. To increase performance if-
clauses may be used to manually short-circuit. One of the operands is moved into the condition
and the other is either put into the then branch if the operator was and or it is put into the
else branch if the operator was or. False fills the else-branch for and and true the then-branch
for or. Introducing short-circuits for expressions with multiple and and or may lead to heavily
decreased readability as for every operator if clauses are introduced. Either this refactoring needs
to be applied wisely or new helpers should be extracted (cf. Listing 4.22).

Listing 4.22: Lines 3 and 5 showing possible uses of and and or and lines 4 and 6 showing their
respective shortcircuited Versions.

1 from
2 a : ATL!BooleanExp, b : ATL!BooleanExp
3 (a.booleanSymbol and b.booleanSymbol)
4 (if a.booleanSymbol then b.booleanSymbol else false endif)
5 (a.booleanSymbol or b.booleanSymbol)
6 (if a.booleanSymbol then true else b.booleanSymbol endif)

Replace Size Greater Zero with notEmpty

Transformations may check collections for not being empty by calculating size() and checking
greater or not equal zero. Better readability and performance is achieved by replacing those
expressions with notEmpty() which does exactly the same (cf. Listing 4.23).

Listing 4.23: A basic example for size() > 0 can be seen in line 3 and the same functionality
provides line 4 however with the easier understandable operation notEmpty().

1 from
2 c : IN!Class
3 (c.attributes->size() > 0)
4 (c.attributes->notEmpty())
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Replace InsertAt with Prepend

Sometimes elements need to be inserted at the top of ordered collections. This can be done by
using insertAt() with parameter ’1’ and the element. A shorter way of doing that is by using
prepend() which puts the element at the top a collection (cf. Listing 4.24).

Listing 4.24: Using insertAt() and prepend() for the same purpose but differing readability
1 features <- el.features->insertAt(1,name)
2 features <- el.features->prepend(name)

4.5 Eliminating Bad Smells with Refactorings

Bad Names

Smelling names can be fixed refactoring them to better ones. Every named element of a trans-
formation can be renamed by a refactoring. Chosing better names relies in the responsibility of
the developer refactoring.
Bad names defined in the metamodel cannot be refactored by renaming. However when extract-
ing helpers, the names for helpers and their calls can be chosen and the bad names get transferred
and hidden there. The code of Listing 4.25 shows how bad names (as) can be eliminated by ex-
tracting a helper (line 1) and calling it (line 8).

Listing 4.25: Eliminating Bad Names by Extracting Helper. (Problem and solution are listed at
once.)

1 helper context Food!Fish def: mealIngredients : Sequence(Food!Ingredient) = self.as;
2 rule fishmeal {
3 from
4 fish : Food!Fish
5 to
6 meal : Menu!Meal (
7 ingredients <- fish.as,
8 ingredients <- fish.mealIngredients
9 )

10 }

God Rule

God rules offer various eliminations. Firstly any distinct foreach outpattern elements can be
extracted to lazy matched rules. The complexity decreases further by extracting pattern elements
that have one to one references to other pattern elements to new matched rules. If any subset
calculations for source elements are done, by applying Selected Elements to Filter they can be
moved to the rules matching for them. In case there are lazy matched rules among those, they
can be converted with Convert Rule Type. Any expressions can be extracted to helpers to slim
the god rule down.
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Code Duplicate

Partially the description of this smell already hints solutions for eliminating duplicates. The
inheritance-related refactorings provide possibilities to find common bindings and common fil-
ters and how to pull them up to superrules to eliminate duplicates. Common expressions can be
extracted to helpers reducing the duplicates further.

Oversized Binding/Filter

Oversized Bindings can be eliminated by extracting expressions to helpers. The more expres-
sions are nested the more helpers can be extracted. A different approach is to extract helpers
from bindings that consist of more than two expressions. The resulting helpers can be referred
to as derived properties. The resulting bindings are small and the helpers may still be large.
Parts of the helpers can be refactorred again to extract them to new helpers or split them if Split
Helper is possible (cf. Listing 4.26).

Listing 4.26: Example from Listing 3.5 refactored to eliminate smell Oversized Filter.
1 helper context Food!Fish def: isRaw = self.raw;
2 helper context Food!Fish def: isFreshWater = self.water = #freshwater;
3 helper context Food!Fish def: isSaltWater = self.water = #saltwater;
4 helper context Food!Fish def: needsVeryCool = self.coolingTempNeeded <= #verycool;
5
6 helper context Food!Fish def: mealcriterias = fish.isRaw and fish.isFreshWater or fish.

needsVeryCool and fish.isSaltwater;
7
8 rule fish2meal {
9 from

10 fish : Food!Fish (fish.mealcriterias)
11 [...]
12 }

If Cascade

In general an if cascade can be slimmed down by applying the refactoring Extract Helper. Every
nested if is moved to a new helper and the cascade is eliminated. Some cases may be more
likely identified as Unused Language Feature. Listing 4.27 shows solutions for both smells.
The Extract Helper refactoring eliminates the smell successfully, but refactoring the cascade to
a map is more understandable.

Listing 4.27: Eliminations of If Cascade and Unused Language Feature introduced at Listing
3.6

1 -- Extract Helper:
2 helper def : relationalType4classType(datatype : class!PrimitiveTypeTypes) : relational

!DataTypes =
3 if datatype = #DATE
4 then
5 #DATE
6 else
7 thisModule.relationalType4classTypeTime(datatype)
8 endif;
9
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10 helper def : relationalType4classTypeTime(datatype : class!PrimitiveTypeTypes) :
relational!DataTypes =

11 if datatype = #TIME
12 then
13 #TIME
14 else
15 thisModule.relationalType4classTypeInt(datatype)
16 endif;
17
18 helper def : relationalType4classTypeInt(datatype : class!PrimitiveTypeTypes) :

relational!DataTypes =
19 if datatype = #BOOLEAN or datatype = #INTEGER
20 then
21 #INTEGER
22 else
23 thisModule.[...]
24 endif;
25
26 -- Unused Language Feature:
27 helper def : relationalType4classType(datatype : class!PrimitiveTypeTypes) : relational

!DataTypes =
28 thisModule.dataTypeMap.get(datatype);
29
30 helper def : dataTypeMap : Map(class!PrimitiveTypeTypes, relational!DataTypes) =
31 Map{(#DATE,#DATE),(#TIME,#TIME),(#BOOLEAN,#INTEGER),(#INTEGER,#INTEGER),(#FLOAT,#

DOUBLE),(#DATETIME,#TIMESTAMP),(#STRING,#VARCHAR)};

Unused Language Feature

Unused language features are hard to identify and eliminate. The example from the definition of
this smell can be refactored by Split Helper. Listing 4.28 shows the improved version making
use of polymorphism.

Listing 4.28: The refactored version of the example shown in Listing 3.7
1 helper context Animal!Pet def : getAssociationName() : String = ’unknown’;
2 helper context Animal!Cat def : getAssociationName() : String = ’FIFE’;
3 helper context Animal!Dog def : getAssociationName() : String = ’FCI’;

Deprecated Language Feature

Deprecated language features can always be replaced with other constructs. The foreach outpat-
tern is deprecated but the behaviour can equally be implemented with lazy matched rules. The
refactoring Extract Rule eliminates this smell. For every foreach outpattern a lazy matched rule
is created. Instead of the foreach outpattern a collect operation is needed to call the new rule.
If the matched type of the new rule occurs only within the context of the rule previously been
holding the foreach outpattern, the new rule can be converted to a matched rule by applying
Convert Rule Type.
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CHAPTER 5
Decision Strategies

5.1 Overview

To assist the selection of suitable refactorings decision strategies were defined. The advantage
of decision strategies is that the criterias are based on metrics and can be automatically tested.
The notation is based on Lanza et al. [27]. Some textual intention of a condition is given and a
metric with a threshold added. Each of those conditions notated in a rectangle can be connected
to a resulting smell or suggested refactoring. Multiple conditions can be logically connected.
Some decision strategies are obsolete as their refactorings should always be applied when pre-
conditions are met. Examples are Pull Up Binding and Pull Up Filter. Preconditions are that
there are common bindings or common filters respectively as well as a superrule exists. The
OCL-related refactorings should always be applied whenever their preconditions are met. De-
cicions Strategies for these refactorings would only have criterias identical to the preconditions
of these refactorings. The resulting strategies would not be real strategies anymore. Still an
argueable example is given in the OCL-related section.
The overview in Table 5.1 aligns bad smells and refactorings. The extraction of new helpers
seems to be almost a cure-all to the smells.
One of the advantages is the use of metrics in the decision strategies, as the conditions can be
implemented as ocl expressions. Some examples are given below. The given threshold values
result from the analyzation of the transformation zoo. For the length of names the suggestions
for best practice in object-oriented languages have been drawn into consideration (cf. [23]). The
threshold in context of expressions originates from the zoo, as three expressions seem to be
the maximum length which is quickly understandable at a glance. Longer expressions may be
extracted and naming them accordingly assists by understanding the new shorter expression.
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Bad Smell Available Refactorings

Bad Names Rename Element
God Rule Extract Superrule, Pull Up/Push Down Binding/Filter, Extract

Helper, Split/Extract Rule, Split Binding
Code Duplicate Extract Helper, Extract Superrule, Pull Up Binding/Filter
Oversized Binding Extract Helper, Split Binding
Oversized Filter Extract Helper, Pull Up Filter
If Cascade Extract Helper
Unused Language Feature Merge Helper, Merge Rule, Extract Superrule
Deprecated Language Feature Extract Rule

Table 5.1: Overview of Bad Smells and Decision Strategies.

Figure 5.1: Decision Strategy for Renaming Elements.

Figure 5.2: Decision Strategy for Extract Helper.

5.2 Renaming

For renaming a decision strategy would look like the one in Figure 5.1. The threshold of a length
of four for the different types of named elements may need change. E.g. module, models, rules
and helpers could need even bigger thresholds whereas pattern elements may be good to go with
a single character, if the name of its rule is chosen understandably.

5.3 Smells dealing with Oversize

The smells God Rule, Oversized Binding/Filter and If Cascade are dealt with many refactorings.
The decision strategies are in detail introduced.
For extracting helpers the decision strategy is to apply the refactoring whenever a binding or
helper consists of more than two expressions (cf. Figure 5.2). This threshold is chosen not
to extract trivial helpers. If a binding consisting of a VariableExpression and an AttributeOr-
NavigationCallExpression and an attribute helper with context would be extracted, the binding
would still be a VariableExpression and an AttributeOrNavigationCallExpression. The extracted
helper’s body is the same size as the binding with the self expression and the original Attribute-
OrNavigationCallExpression. It’s not reasonable to extract such helpers. The OCL expression
for the condition could be the one in Listing 5.1.

Listing 5.1: Condition for Extract Helper Decision Strategy
1 context OclExpression pre: self.source.source != OclUndefined
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Figure 5.3: Decision Strategy for Split Bindings.

Figure 5.4: Decision Strategy for Merge Binding.

Figure 5.5: Decision Strategy for Split Helper.

Oversized bindings can be split if they unite collections (cf. Figure 5.3). The threshold is chosen
to avoid getting too many bindings when splitting helpers as every element of the union would be
a binding. When dealing with god rules and bindings for the same target feature it is possible to
merge bindings not oversizing them (cf. Figure 5.4). The threshold should reflect that merging
too many bindings would produce an oversized binding again. The elimination of the smell god
rule would introdue another smell. For splitting helpers the decision strategy in Figure 5.5 should
give an idea, when to apply this refactoring. It deals with oversize as well as unused language
feature. Polymorphism can be used instead of oclIsTypeOf(). The intention of the threshold of
the operation count in the two branches is that the resulting helpers should really differ and not
introduce new code duplicates.

Listing 5.2: OCL Example for Split Helper Decision Strategy
1 context Attribute pre: self.body.oclIsTypeOf(IfExp) implies self.body.condition.name =

’oclIsKindOf’

Another possibility to reduce the size of a binding and a god class containing it is to convert the
rule type of lazy matched rules. The binding calling the lazy rule loses two expressions in the
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Figure 5.6: Decision Strategies for Rule Conversion.

Figure 5.7: Decision Strategy for Shorten Navigation By Context Switch and Extract Helper
otherwise.

process. The strategy to decide when to convert is shown in Figure 5.6. If helpers get extracted
just by seeing long expressions, long navigations may be extracted. However there may be the
possibility of swtiching the context of the navigation and shortening it that way. The decision
strategy in Figure 5.7 tries to elucidate when to switch context. If that refactorings cannot be
applied the navigation is still eligible to extracting to a new helper.

5.4 Code Duplicates

Among the refactorings dealing with code duplicates there is only one decision strategy for the
refactorings Extract Superrule that should not always be applied. Figure 5.8 shows when to
apply it. The intention is to get superrules that do not lack bindings therefore the minimum of
two extractable bindings. The number of helpers in a transformation can be reduced by merging
them. By merging, the complexity may increase drastically and therefore a decision strategy is
needed. Figure 5.9 shows that the bodys of the two helpers should not exceed three expressions.
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Figure 5.8: Decision Strategy for Extract Superrule.

Figure 5.9: Decision Strategy for Merge Helper.

Figure 5.10: Decision Strategy for Inline Helper.

5.5 Performance

There are refactorings only aiming for performance as other quality attributes decrease. Inlining
helpers and lazy matched rules are typical examples for those refactorings. Figures 5.10 and
5.6 show when to apply them. Attribute helpers consisting of two expression only, which is
obviously the simplest form of them, introduce unnecessary calls and complexity to a transfor-
mation. Such helpers should always be inlined. It is a compromise as code duplicates would be
reintroduced if the helpers are of greater size. Helpers with only one expression hardly justify
existence and should also be inlined.
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CHAPTER 6
Implementation

This chapter deals with the implementation of the refactorings. All refactorings have been im-
plemented with ATL, some have also been implemented with EMF MO.

6.1 ATL Refining Mode

All refactorings of the catalogue have been implemented with ATL’s refining mode. Some limi-
tations of the mode do not allow a full implementation of some refactorings. The main drawback
as of today is that there is no copy operation in the refining mode and no workaround can be
done as no called and lazy matched rules are allowed. Those features would be needed for some
refactorings where elements are taken from one location and populated to others (eg. inlining
helpers, push down bindings/filters). Those refactorings are implemented as well but ignoring
the limitations.
To control the refactorings’ application, a model defining which elements should be refactored
was introduced (Refactoring parameter model cf. Figure 6.1). All parameters are contained in
Changes, and multiple refactorings can be done at once. Renaming refactorings need to speci-
fiy the old name of an element and the new name is assigned by NamedElement. To inline or
change type of a helper, OperationAttribute is needed. The attribute name identifies the helper to
be refactored. To convert lazy matched rules and matched rules the LazyMatchedChange is the
model element to perform this refactoring. Inheritance-related refactorings are configured with
Inheritance with concrete instances Binding or Filter. The enumeration PushPull gives the type
and FromToName to which rule to apply it. Extraction and elimination of superrules is coordi-
nated by the element SuperRule and the enumeration ExtractEliminate. The attribute name is
the desired name for the new rule and rulesfrom indicates all rules that should be children if the
new rule, it is an additional input model for the transformation. It allows to select from available
refactorings and give input parameters like new names when renaming.

A developer wanting to use the refactorings can create such a model from scratch or can
use a transformation. This transformation takes an ATL-transformation as input and produces
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Figure 6.1: Metamodel of possible Parameters for Refactorings.
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a model conforming to the refactoring parameter model. The developer can delete elements he
does not want to be refactored from the model and give new names when renaming.
The transformation for generating the possible changes can be seen in Listing 6.1. The topmost
element of the parameter model is generated when matching the module. Elements of the module
can be mapped to NamedElements in the parameter model. The specific types of the source
model then map to specific types in the target model. The distinction is necessary as the different
kinds of named elements need different refactorings as seen in the cataloque.

Listing 6.1: Part of the transformation generating possible refactorings for an ATL-
transformation

1 -- @nsURI ATL=http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/2005/ATL
2 -- @path Params=/Refactorings/RefactoringsParameterModel.ecore
3
4 module generatechanges;
5 create OUT : Params from IN : ATL;
6
7 rule root {
8 from
9 m : ATL!Module

10 to
11 c : Params!Changes (
12 namedelements <- m.elements,
13 superruling <- sr
14 ),
15 sr : Params!SuperRule (
16 rulesfrom <- m.elements->select(e | e.oclIsKindOf(ATL!MatchedRule))->select(e | e.

superRule.oclIsUndefined())->collect(e | e.name)
17 )
18 }
19
20 abstract rule named {
21 from
22 a : ATL!ModuleElement
23 to
24 b : Params!NamedElement (
25 inName <- a.name
26 )
27 }
28
29 rule namedRule extends named{
30 from
31 a : ATL!Rule
32 to
33 b : Params!Rule (
34 )
35 }
36
37 rule namedModel extends named {
38 from
39 a : ATL!OclModel
40 to
41 b : Params!Model (
42 )
43 }
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Renaming-related Refactorings

The implementation of refactorings for renaming are relatively simple. A source model conform-
ing to ATL is refined, an additional input model is the parameter model. The in and out pattern
elements are VariableDeclarations in ATL’s terms. Every named element is only matched if the
name matches a NamedElement from the paramter model. The guard filters for the variable dec-
laration matching the parameter and the new name is assigned in the binding. For matched rules
additionally any resolveTemp() in the input model using the name of the out pattern element
being renamed needs also to be changed. As resolveTemp gets evaluated at runtime the name is
not unique and many out pattern elements get their names changed and so do the parameters of
resolveTemp. This is necessary regarding rule hierarchies in whose all patterns need to have the
same name.
Renaming models is done similarly except that the name is also located in comments before the
module. In the implementation a helper iterates all comments replaces the given string with a
new one. If the usual binding syntax is applied, every comment gets duplicated by the refac-
toring, which is not working as intended. Instead the <:= symbol has to be used to express an
replacement of the target feature’s collection of comments.
Rules and helpers themselves are renamed just by setting the new name; however the calls
to them also need to be changed. NavigationOrAttributeCallExpressions and OperationCall-
Expressions are also matched if the name equals NamedElement parameters and reset to new
names in additional rules.

Restructuring-related Refactorings

Extract Helper The implementation for extracting helpers is more complex than renaming
elements. All expressions of a Binding get extracted to a new helper. The Binding element is the
one which gets refined. An OperationCallExpression to the new helper is added instead of the
expressions. The new helper’s name is a concatination of the rule name and the property name
the binding sets. The new helper is added to the module which is the root element. Otherwise
it would not be contained in the model. The feature of the helper is an Operation and the con-
text is set to the model element the helper applies to. The body of the helper is the expression
chain that was in the binding and the return type is set to the most general type available which
is OclAny. Unfortunately it is not possible to be more specific. After the transformation any
variable expressions in the expression chain now in the helper’s body still refer to the in pat-
tern element. In a second step all variable expressions contained in a helper but referring to an
inpattern element are matched. The lookup is done by a polymorphic helper that behaves differ-
ently upon given context. Eg. for LoopExp not only the source has to be checked for containing
VariableExpressions but also the body. For IfExp the source, the condition, the then-branch and
the else-branch need to be checked. Any matching variable expressions are set to refer to new
variable declarations set to self.

Extract Rule This refactoring is implemented by matching for ForEachOutPatternElement
and the outpattern elements are the model elements building a complete lazy matched rule. The
bindings of the ForEachOutPatternElement are set to the new outpattern element of the lazy
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matched rule. A second rule matches for VariableExpressions that refer to ForEachOutPat-
ternElements and the bindings containing it. The binding is refined to contain all operations
necessary to perform calls to the newly created lazy matched rule. A second step is necessary to
redirect variable expressions contained anywhere in the new rule to its inpattern elements. The
identification of the variable expressions is much easier this way. Additionally the ForEachOut-
PatternElement gets dropped.

Inline Helper As helpers can be called from multiple locations the body of a helper needs to
be copied multiple times when inlining. Copying is not possible with the current refining mode.
It may be implemented by matching all NavigationOrAttributeCallExp or OperationCallExp
having the same name as the helper to be inlined. Those matched elements need to be replaced
with a copy of the helper’s body. With a rule matching the helper itself the inlined helper can be
dropped.

Merge Helper The refactoring is implemented with one matched rule matching for two Op-
erations. The guard of the rule checks for all preconditions: Firstly the helpers need to be
different as the ATL Execution Engine would also match the same helper for both inpattern ele-
ments. Both operations need to be contained in FeatureDefinitions which need to be contained
in Helpers. For checking if the contexts of the helpers are in a inheritance relation also the
metamodel of the input model of the refined transformation must be given as additional input
model. A helper in the filter tests whether a supertype for a given EClass’ name can be found.
Once all preconditions are met, one operation gets refined by setting the body to an IfExp whose
condition tests the more specific context type. Its then-branch is set to the more specific helper’s
body and the else-branch to the other’s. In a second step the bodyless helper gets dropped. Any
variable expressions refering to paramters of the dropped helper need to be redirected to refer to
the parameters of the new helper they are contained in, which is also done in a matched rule in
the second step.

Merge Rule For the implementation of this refactoring an assumption was made that the InPat-
terns’ rules are all the same except for their filters. A rule matching for two different InPatterns
merges the rules by adding an or operator to the filter of one of the rules. By doing so the other
rule has no filter at all and can be dropped in a second step. Also the variable expressions still
referring to the elements of the dropped rule are redirected to the new rule’s inpattern elements.

Merge Binding This refactoring is implemented in a single rule by matching for two different
bindings that have identical propertyNames and being contained in the same OutPatternElement.
The outpattern element of this rule are one of the bindings and a CollectionOperationExpression.
The former’s value is set to the latter. The latter’s operationName is set to union. Source and
arguments is set to one of the bindings’ values each. In a second step the empty binding is
matched and dropped.
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Split Binding Collections may have more than two paramters. Splitting such a collection into
bindings leads to multiple bindings which cannot be created in the refining mode as called rules
would be needed.

Convert Rule Type The conversion from LazyMatchedRules to MatchedRules can be done
with two matched rules. One matches for the LazyMatchedRule and drops it. An additional
element in the outpattern is a new MatchedRule that gets all properties copied from the then
dropped rule. A transtype feature would ease this refactoring a lot. The second matched rule is
needed to find any calls to the lazy matched rule and remove them. This is done by matching for
bindings whose value is a collect operation. The metamodel of the input model of the refactored
transformation is required to identify if the collect operation’s source is the same type as the
inpattern element of the lazy matched rule. By setting the value of the binding to the value’s
source, the collect operation gets dropped.
The opposite direction is implemented likewise. One matched rule matches for a MatchedRule
and drops it. An LazyMatchedRule in the outpattern retrieves all properties of the dropped rule.
The second matched rule refines bindings setting the type of the matched rule’s inpattern. The
outpattern includes all elements building a complete collect operation with IteratorExp, Iterator,
OperationCallExp to the lazy matched rule etc. The filter of the second rule checks if the type
of the inpattern element of the refactored rule is navigated to in the refined binding.

Inheritance-related Refactorings

Extract Superrule The implementation for extracting a superrule includes the identification
of common bindings and pulls them to the superrule. It has a limitation as only one inpattern
element and one outpattern element is possible. For multiple pattern elements every element
needs to be copied which is not possible with the current refining mode. As called rules are not
allowed in the refining mode as of today there is no workaround for that. Bindings common
among the subrules are identified with two helpers. The identifcation of common bindings is
implemented with recursive helpers. The refactoring is implemented with a single matched rule
refining the Module whereto the extract MatchedRule gets added to the elements property.
Created and dropped elements cannot be identified in one execution of the refining mode. It is
not possible to identify the bindings that are pulled to the superrule and what bindings can be
dropped as they will be inherited. Therefore a second transformation identifying bindings that
are osoblete due to the inheritance-relation and dropping them was implemented. Starting with
a binding, the existence of a superrule is tested and whether a binding of the same name exists
in there.

Pull Up Binding The implementation for pulling bindings up is included in the implementa-
tion for extracting a superule. An implementation with no limititation regarding the number of
outpattern elements is possible when matching directly for OutPatternElements of the superrule
and navigating to all children.
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Pull Filters Filters need to be treated differently than bindings. They may be separated by
and. Parts separated this ways can be extracted when they are found in all filters. The lookup of
such parts is implemented in a filter recursively calling itself with parts of the filter. The pulling
itself is done with a matched rule similar to Pull Binding.

Eliminate Superrule The implementation for eliminating superrules expects that the super-
rule was already emptied from bindings and filters. Only a simple matched rule with a MatchedRule
as inpattern and a DropPattern does the job.

Push Filter To fully implement this refactoring the copy operation is needed. An implemen-
tation pushing the filter down to a random subrule and connecting it with its filter by adding and
and was done to demonstrate this behaviour.

OCL-related Refactorings

Convert Helper Type The conversion between the two types of helpers can be done with
matched rules. An Operation is matched and all properties are set in an Attribute in the outpat-
tern. Exactly the same is done for Attribute and Operation. OperationCallExpressions have to
be converted to NavigationOrAttributeCallExpressions and vice versa by simulating transtyping
as above.

Improve Opposite Reference Computations The implementation for this refactoring has
been simplified by matching a typical pattern of the possible bad smells. The implementa-
tion consists of a single matched rule with multiple inpattern elements building the pattern of
the smell (Some!Element.allInstances()->select((e | e.cs->includes(d))->notEmpty())). The in-
pattern is refined and all elements needed to build the pattern with refImmediateComposite are
added in the outpattern (d.refImmediateComposite().cs->includes(d)).

Replace Select/First with Any select and any operations are IteratorExpressions and Col-
lectionOperationCallExpressions. They have a feature appliedProperty that is opposite to the
PropertyCallExp’s containment-feature source. It is sufficient to change the name of the opera-
tion from select to any and set the appliedProperty to whatever expression the first was contained
in. This can be implemented in a matched rule matching for these elements and filtering for ones
that are connected. The name of the select just needs to be set to any and the appliedProperty
property is set to the container of first.
first can be the last expression in the operation chain which is contained in a binding. The bind-
ing has another containment reference to the expressions which has no opposite. As a result the
binding also needs to be matched, joined and its feature value set to the IteratorExp leaving the
first() uncontained.

Introduce Short-Circuits A boolean operator in ATL may be part of an expression-chain or
contained in a inpattern. Those cases need to be dealt with differently. Additionally the short-
circuits for and and or differ. The OperatorCallExp can be easily replaced with an IfExp when
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the opposite reference to the containment is available. If not, the InPattern needs to be matched
and the feature filter is set to an IfExp resulting in the deletion of the boolean operator. As a result
for matched rules are needed covering those possibilites. The rules match either for InPattern if
the boolean expressions are in the filter or they match directly for the OperatorCallExpressions
and or or and simulate a transtype by setting the appliedProperty property to the appliadProp-
erty of the OperatorCallExpression. Condition of the IfExpression is set to one operand of the
boolean operator and the then or else branch are set to the other if a and or or is refactored.

Replace Size Zero with NotEmpty The implementation for replacing the verbose expression
size() > 0 needed multiple matched rules. The OperatorCallExpression being the > can occur in
loops, let, collections and bindings. Each of those cases has to be covered and treated differently
as the opposite reference to its container is a different one.

Replacing InsertAt One with Prepend The implementation for replacing the operation inser-
tAt(1,x) with prepend(x) needed only one rule matching for CollectionOperationCallExpressions
and refining them. The arguments need to be set with a special assignment operator <:= in the
refining mode to replace the old arguments. The filter checks whether the operationName is
insertAt and the first argument is 1. It is set to prepend and last argument then.

Orchestration with Wires*

As some refactorings could not be implemented in a single transformation a orchestration was
evaluated. There is a domain specifig language that allows high-level orchestration by the name
of Wires* [34]. Wires* is like ATL and eclipse plug-in.
The language is designed for orchestrating off-the-shelf model transformations. Model transfor-
mations are interconnected and output models of transformations are input models for others.
Models and transformations form the basic elements of the language. Together with Queries,
DataFlows and Decision Nodes they allow to model complex transformations.
The typical process starts with defining the types of models and transformations (cf. Figure 6.2).
Those definitions are loaded as resource into a new model where the orchestration is defined.
Theoretically there is no need to have two models but this way the orchestration is cleaner. All
the elements are about the orchestration and none about the type definition.
In the second model the input and output models can be inserted using the types defined before.
Transformations are created also with the types defined before and get linked by DataFlow con-
nectors (cf. Figure 6.3). The dataflow can be controlled with Decision Nodes that may check for
primitive type results received from queries.
The concrete example for applying the orchestration was the refactoring for short-circuits. For
every condition or filter the refactoring should only be applied once. The Figure 6.4 shows the
orchestration. The input model is assigned to a model m1. The original model is preserved this
way. The query shortcircuitsappliable gives the number of possible applications of the refactor-
ing. As long as this number is bigger then zero the transformation is executed and the resulting
model restored into m1. Once all the short-circuits are in place the model m1 is copied to the
output model of the orchestration by identity transformation.
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Figure 6.2: Definition of Types of Models and Transformations.

Figure 6.3: Orchestration of a Transformation from Makefile to Maven via Ant.

Unfortunately the latest version of Wires* (as of June 2011) was not compatible with the refin-
ing mode of ATL 3.1 and no further evaluation was done for other refactorings due to the same
principle of the in-place transformation.

6.2 EMF Modeling Operations

EMF MO is a eclipse framework recording and executing composite modeling operations [11].
The operation recorder takes models in any modeling editor and saves any changes made. The
recorded operations can be applied with the operation execution engine to other models. Addi-
tionally to the operations recorded, iterations can be added.
Creating an operation takes two phases:
Modeling an initial model that contains all essential elements needed to demonstrate the com-
posite operation is the precondition to begin with. To identify all model elements the operation
recorder assigns unique IDs to monitor any changes. Afterwards the user can perform any de-
sired atomic operation. The result of this is the revised model. Both models are inputs for the
second phase:
In this phase state-based comparison is used to precisely determined the performed atomic op-
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Figure 6.4: Orchestration for Refactoring Short-Circuit.

Figure 6.5: Initial Model for renaming Module.

erations. A diff model is created containing the detected changes. The Pre- and postconditions
are inferred by analyzing the input models. Afterwards the user can refine or drop them to meet
the intended purpose of the operation. Additionally user inputs and iterations can be added. The
final result is an operation specification model which then can be applied to any other model of
the same type as the initial model.

General Approach

In the beginning of recording every refactoring an initial model is created by taking an existing
transformation and deleting elements unnecessary to demonstrate the refactoring. The model is
injected with the ATLParser from code to abstract syntax in XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)
format. The sample reflective editor is used to perform the changes. Before the comparison of
the two models, the lost IDs have to be restored as the sample reflective editor drops those IDs.
The assumption is that the editor does not copy elements per se but creates new elements when
moving, then copying all features conforming to the model’s metamodel and deleting the old
element(s). As the IDs cannot be validated in the metamodel the editor does not copy them. If
the IDs are not restored the state-based comparison will assume all moved and copied elements
as new ones.

Renaming

Modules are easy to rename (cf. initial model in Figure 6.5). The Module is the only element
identical in the initial model and revised model. However, a user input is needed and and as-
signed to the name of the Module in a postcondition.
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Figure 6.6: Initial Model for Recording Refactorings renaming Pattern Elements.

Figure 6.7: A simple ATL Transformation. Module and Ocl Model are root nodes.

Pattern elements are similarly treated except that all resolveTemp operations having the changed
name as a parameter need to be found also (cf. initial model in Figure 6.6). By default the
Operation Execution Engine is containment-aware meaning that the depth of any element mat-
ters. For expressions that have a reflexive containment reference (eg. source) the resolveTemp
operations may occur in different positions but should be iterated and changed regardless of the
position in the model hierarchy. Therefore, this awareness needs to be turned off.
Rules and helpers do not differ much from pattern elements. Helpers need to be iterated as there
can be multiple having the same name. As rules and helpers are called, those calls need to be
found. The calls do not have a specific position in depth relative to the root node and the con-
tainment awareness needed to be turned off again.
Renaming in and out models needed a workaround: A transformation has a module which is the
root node of the model and also every input and output model of the transformation is an addi-
tional root node. EMF MO supports only models with one root node. To create an initial model
upon which renaming models could be demonstrated, a temporary root node was introduced in
ATL’s metamodel containing modules and Ocl Models.
Renaming those models would have also required to change the name in the comments before
the module for which no solution was found.

Restructuring

No refactoring of this category has been realized in one operation but a sequence of operations.
One of the reasons being that when adding whole new parts to the model (eg. a rule, inpattern
and outpattern for extracting a rule), only the topmost element of the new part is recognized as
added in the diff model. For the case of the extract rule, no bindings moved to the new part
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Figure 6.8: Initial Model for Demonstrating Extract Superrule.

Figure 6.9: Revised Model from Figure 6.8 with extracted Superrule

where determined but marked as deleted.

Inheritance-related Refactorings

Restructuring models with EMF MO fits perfectly with the inheritance-related refactorings. All
of them are recorded by demonstration. A few limitations occured when trying to find a common
filter or checking if bindings are identical. The preconditions are statically configured and cannot
compare elements with dynamic depth in the hierarchy. The user has more responsibility to
choose the right filters when pulling up parts of filters in subrules or selecting bindings to be
pulled to a superrule.
Looking at Extract Superrule the initial model contains only one rule (cf. Figure 6.8). The
revised model contains a new rule with a child rule a (cf. Figure 6.9). The bindings and filters
are pulled with other operations, the name for the superrule is user input (cf. Figure 6.10).

Ocl-related Refactorings

Converting Helpers works fine with EMF MO. The contained elements type and body can easily
be copied to the respective attribute or operation. All features can be set by the postconditions
(the name of the helper). (cf. Figures 6.11 and 6.12) The elements of the initial model can be
accessed by putting initial: in front of the element’s name.
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Figure 6.10: User Input for Extract Superrule.

Figure 6.11: Operation Specification Model for Converting Attribute to Operation.

6.3 Comparison of the two Implementations

In principle both tools allow to implement refactorings on models. The comfort of EMF MO’s
use of graphical editors and being able to simply demonstrate the refactorings seems to be much
better than writing rules in ATL. However the refactorings also need pre and post conditions and
those are a bit more programming like in EMF MO as oposed to the graphical editors.
The topics where EMF MO lacks behind is the matching of elements. By default EMF MO is
containment-aware meaning the depth of a model element matters. An element of a matched
rule is matched regardless of the position in the model if there are no filters telling otherwise.
So the developer using a recorded and published modeling operation needs to be aware of his
responsibility to find and select all desired elements. Eg. when renaming a lazy matched rule all
calls to that rule need to be mapped to preserve the behaviour and produce a working transfor-
mation. This lookup cannot be ensured by preconditions or the replacment of the calls cannot
be set by postconditions.
When implementing refactorings with EMF MO some operations need to be split into multiple
steps similar to the steps need in ATL. The reasons are however different. EMF MO has a lim-
itation regarding creating new elements. Parts of a model cannot be moved to be contained in
the new ones. The comparison between the initial and revised model does not recognize those
elements and marks them as deleted. Eg. Convert Rule Type requires such steps. The first being
the creation of the other rule type. Then moving the elements there and deleting the original
rule.
The refining mode has a subtile limitation when writing matched rules with multiple inpattern
elements. Only the first element is refined the others are just matched but do not map directly to
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Figure 6.12: Postconditions for setting the Name of an Operation to the Attribute converted
from.

elements in the outpattern. Therefore some implementations had to be more complex in combi-
nation with the lack of opposite references in the metamodel.
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CHAPTER 7
Case Studies

This chapter focusses on evaluating the refactorings. Three case studies are introduced. The ini-
tial transformations are measured then refactored and remeasured. The presence of bad smells is
discussed and the elimination of those is demonstated. The metrics introduced in the Background
(cf. Section 2.5) are extended to fit the needs for evaluating the readability and understandabil-
ity. Lines of Code, Average Size of Filters and Average Size of Bindings are added top the set of
metrics.
The aim of the case studies is to evaluate the successful application of refactorings and the im-
pact on quality attributes. The metrics should reflect the changes in the transformations’ structure
towards a better readability and unerstandability as well as improved performance.

7.1 Study ’Port’

Transformation Task

The first case follows the example from [33] and originally demonstrated the use of matched
rules. Models conforming to the metamodel shown Figure 7.1 are transformed into models con-
forming to the one in Figure 7.2. The transformation is listed in Listing 7.1. BlockA objects
are transformed into BlockB objects. The Set of PortA objects is split into InPortB and Out-
PortB sets. The transformation is rather simple but the intention is to the reflect the approach of
refactoring even in small transformations.

Figure 7.1: Metamodel A.
1
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Figure 7.2: Metamodel B.
1

Listing 7.1: A Transformation With Smell God Rule.
1 -- @path TypeA=/Port/Metamodel/TypeA.ecore
2 -- @path TypeB=/Port/Metamodel/TypeB.ecore
3
4 module TypeA2TypeB;
5 create inB : TypeB from inA : TypeA;
6
7 rule BlkA2BlkB {
8 from
9 blkA : TypeA!BlockA

10 to
11 blkB : TypeB!BlockB (
12 inputPorts <- inPts,
13 outputPorts <- outPts
14 ),
15 inPts : distinct TypeB!InPortB foreach(ptA in blkA.inputPorts)(
16 name <- ptA.name),
17 outPts : distinct TypeB!OutPortB foreach(ptA in blkA.outputPorts)(
18 name <- ptA.name)
19 }

Bad Smells

The metrics taken from the initial transformation are shown in the column Initial in Table 7.1.
The number of rules indicates the presence of the smell God Rule. The whole transformation
is controlled with a single rule. The number of elements in the input and output models would
allow a maximum of three rules by using solely one rule for each element. Two outpattern ele-
ments make use of the deprecated foreach type, which is regarded as smell Deprecated Language
Feature.

Applied Refactorings

To eliminate the smells the refactoring Extract Rule is applied for each foreach outpattern ele-
ment. Those are replaced with lazy rules shown in Listing 7.2. Notice the names of the lazy rules
are built from the names of elements from the input and output patterns with the hope that these
provide meaningful names. Refactoring those may be necessary in further steps if the names of
those elements would smell too. In this case the names seem to be acceptable.
A conversion to matched rules is not possible without adding filters for the extracted lazy

1http://www.eclipse.org/m2m/atl/basicExamples_Patterns/article.php?file=
Port/index.html, September 12th, 2011
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Metric Initial Refactored
Number of Involved Metamodels 2 2
Number of Transformation Rules 1 3
Number of Matched Rules (Excluding Lazy Matched Rules) 1 1
Number of Matched Rules (Including Lazy Matched Rules) 1 3
Number of Abstract Matched Rules 0 0
Number of Rule Inheritance Trees 1 3
Lines of Code 19 33
Average Size of Filters 0 0
Average Size of Bindings 1.5 2

Table 7.1: Metrics Extracted From Initial And Refactored Model of Port.

matched rules. Both would match the same type and a guard checking for inputPorts or out-
putPorts would be needed to preserve the behavior. Such refactorings could be added in the
future.

Code Quality based Evaluation

The metrics suggest hardly anything, but comparing both versions, the refactored one seems to
be easier to read and to understand. From the maintainability point of view it is easier to cope
with any changes in the metamodels with the second version of the transformation. Additionally,
the mapping of model elements of input and ouput is more obvious in the refactored version, as
each rule shows a direct one-to-one relationship of model elements. In the original version those
relationships are hidden. When maintaining a transformation, if there is one rule per element,
the locations for modifications are easier to find. Those locations cannot be spotted as quickly if
a god rule is present.

Listing 7.2: The Refactored Transformation of Listing 7.1.
1 -- @path TypeA=/Port/Metamodel/TypeA.ecore
2 -- @path TypeB=/Port/Metamodel/TypeB.ecore
3
4 module TypeA2TypeB;
5 create inB : TypeB from inA : TypeA;
6
7 rule BlkA2BlkB {
8 from
9 blkA : TypeA!BlockA

10 to
11 blkB : TypeB!BlockB (
12 inputPorts <- blkA.inputPorts->collect(e | thisModule.PortA2InPortB(e)),
13 outputPorts <- blkA.outputPorts->collect(e | thisModule.PortA2OutPortB(e))
14 )
15 }
16
17 lazy rule PortA2InPortB {
18 from
19 s : TypeA!PortA
20 to
21 t : TypeB!InPortB (
22 name <- s.name
23 )
24 }
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Version Runtime[s] Number of Extecuted Bytecode Relative Performance
Initial 2.231 262293 1
Refactored 1.581 299125 1.41

Table 7.2: Performance of Initial and Refactored Transformations of Port.

25
26 lazy rule PortA2OutPortB {
27 from
28 s : TypeA!PortA
29 to
30 t : TypeB!OutPortB (
31 name <- s.name
32 )
33 }

Performance based Evaluation

The performance was measured on a Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo SU7300 running at 1.3 GHz with
4GB RAM under Windows 7 64bit Eclipse Helios SR2 and ATL 3.2. The input model contained
2048 inputPorts and outputPorts each. The results are summarized in Table 7.2. Although the
number of executed bytecode increases, the speedup is about 30%. It can be outlined, that
not only is the foreach construct deprecated, using lazy rules instead improves performance. To
validate the results, the regular VM and the EMF-specific VM have been used. The improvement
is about the same in both VMs.

7.2 Study ’FamilyTree’

Transformation Task

This study focusses on a transformation with multiple bad smells. Each refactoring step is
measured. A family tree is the source model. Every family Member has two predecessors father
and mother. All members are transformed to Persons in the target model. The most significant
part is the calculation of the names of persons for the target model (cf. Listing 7.3). The structure
of the tree is flattened in the target model but preserved in the names of the individuals. The
respective source and target metamodels are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. The transformation
was created for this thesis and calculates patronymics out of a family tree, transforming the tree
to an unstructured set of people. A similar metamodel Person is featured in the ATL Starter’s
Guide (cf. [2]).

Listing 7.3: The Transformation
1 -- @path MM=/FamilyTree2Persons/FamilyTree.ecore
2 -- @path MM1=/FamilyTree2Persons/Persons.ecore
3
4 module FamilyTree2Persons;
5 create OUT : MM1 from IN : MM;
6
7 rule container {
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Figure 7.3: FamilyTree Metamodel. Figure 7.4: Persons Metamodel

8 from
9 f : MM!Family

10 to
11 c : MM1!Root (
12 persons <- f.members
13 )
14 }
15
16 rule male {
17 from
18 m : MM!Male
19 to
20 p : MM1!Male (
21 --fullname is built from givenname and family’s name
22 fullName <- m.givenname + ’ ’ + (MM!Family.allInstances()->select(e | e.members->

includes(m))->first().name),
23 --given name is the givenname and father’s givenname with ’son’ added
24 givenname <- m.givenname + ’ ’ + m.father.givenname + ’son’
25 )
26 }
27
28 rule female {
29 from
30 m : MM!Female
31 to
32 p : MM1!Female (
33 --fullname is built from givenname and family’s name
34 fullname <- m.givenname + ’ ’ + (MM!Family.allInstances()->select(e | e.members->

includes(m))->first().name),
35 --given name is givenname and mother’s given name
36 givenname <- m.givenname + ’ ’ + m.mother.givenname
37 )
38 }

Bad Smells

The bad smells of the transformation are:
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• The names of metamodels are meaningless.

• There are redundant bindings and a superrule could have been extracted.

• There are Select/First operations intending the behaviour of the any operation.

• allInstances() is used where refImmediateComposite() would provide the same function-
ality.

• Long navigations can be extracted to helpers.

Applied Refactorings

After renaming the metamodels and extracting the superrule member the transformation grew
in number of lines of code but the readability increased due to the meaningful names and the
maintainability increased as redundancy was eliminated (cf. Listing 7.4). The binding fullname
occurs in both rules and the calucaltion is identic. The pull up of the binding can easily be
reverted once the fullname would need different calculations for Male and Female.

Listing 7.4: New Superrule of the Transformation from Figure 7.3 After Renaming and Ex-
tracting Superrule.

1 abstract rule member {
2 from
3 m : FamilyTree!Member
4 to
5 p : Persons!Person (
6 --fullname is built from givenname and family’s name
7 fullname <- m.givenname + ’ ’ + FamilyTree!Family.allInstances()->select(e |
8 e.members->includes(m)
9 )->first().name

10 )
11 }

After replacing select/first, replacing allInstances and extracting helpers the final version is
shown in Listing 7.5 and the code is as concise as possible. It can be argued if readability is
improved if every binding is extracted to a helper. Considering rules with a large number of
bindings, extracting all bindings will definitely improve readability. In this concrete example
the extraction does not make much difference. However, the extracted helpers are very close to
dervied attributes and could also be copied to a library for reusing them in other transformations.

Listing 7.5: All bindings extracted to helpers.
1 -- @path FamilyTree=/FamilyTree2Persons/FamilyTree.ecore
2 -- @path Persons=/FamilyTree2Persons/Persons.ecore
3 module FamilyTree2Persons;
4 create OUT : Persons from IN : FamilyTree;
5
6 helper context FamilyTree!Female def: mothername : OclAny =
7 self.mother.givenname;
8
9 helper context FamilyTree!Male def: fathername : OclAny =

10 self.father.givenname + ’son’;
11
12 helper context FamilyTree!Member def: familyname : OclAny =
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13 self.refImmediateComposite().name;
14
15 helper context FamilyTree!Family def: containerpersons : OclAny =
16 self.members;
17
18 helper context FamilyTree!Male def: malegivenname : OclAny =
19 self.givenname + ’ ’ + self.fathername;
20
21 helper context FamilyTree!Female def: femalegivenname : OclAny =
22 self.givenname + ’ ’ + self.mothername;
23
24 helper context FamilyTree!Member def: memberfullname : OclAny =
25 self.givenname + ’ ’ + self.familyname;
26
27 rule container {
28 from
29 f : FamilyTree!Family
30 to
31 c : Persons!Root (
32 persons <- f.containerpersons
33 )
34 }
35
36 abstract rule member {
37 from
38 m : FamilyTree!Member
39 to
40 p : Persons!Person (
41 --fullname is built from givenname and family’s name
42 fullname <- m.memberfullname
43 )
44 }
45
46 rule male extends member {
47 from
48 m : FamilyTree!Male
49 to
50 p : Persons!Male (
51 --given name is the givenname and father’s givenname with ’son’ added
52 givenname <- m.malegivenname
53 )
54 }
55
56 rule female extends member {
57 from
58 m : FamilyTree!Female
59 to
60 p : Persons!Female (
61 --given name is givenname and mother’s given name
62 givenname <- m.femalegivenname
63 )
64 }

Code Quality based Evaluation

The metrics in Table 7.3 show the addition of one abstract matched rule and a reduction in usage
of built-in functions. This reflects the refactorings done and the trend should always follow this
way. The original version does not contain any helpers, but those introduced all got context.
Helpers with context are also considered better for the software quality than helpers without
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Metric Initial Final
Number of Units 1 1
Number of Input Models 1 1
Number of Output Models 1 1
Number of Involved Metamodels 2 2
Number of Transformation Rules 3 4
Number of Matched Rules (Excluding Lazy Matched Rules) 3 4
Number of Matched Rules (Including Lazy Matched Rules) 3 4
Number of Abstract Transformation Rules 0 1
Number of Abstract Matched Rules 0 1
Number of Rule Inheritance Trees 3 2
Number of Helpers 0 7
Number of Helpers with Context 0 7
Number of Helpers without Context 0 0
Number of Attribute Helpers 0 4
Number of Operation Helpers 0 3
Number of Unused Attribute Helpers 0 4
Number of Unused Operation Helpers 0 3
Percentage of rules that change the model 100.0 100.0
Number of Calls to allInstances() 2 0
Number of Calls To Built-In Functions (Built-In Function Fan-In) 15 8
Lines of Code 38 64
Average Size of Filters 0 0
Average Size of Bindings 8.4 2

Table 7.3: Metrics of the initial and final version of UML2Relational.

context, as context simplifies the understandability of the helper. The main improvement can
be seen at the average size of bindings, which is drastically reduced. The size of the bindings
are optimal. From the point of readability the binding consits only of the name of the feature
of the target element, the symbol for the assignment and the names of the inpattern element and
its feature/derived attribute. From the point of the transformation language, the binding could
only be smaller if a single element is assigned in a binding. Such a binding would only have
size one. In this case there have to be features or derived attributes and the size of the bindings
cannot get any smaller. The lines of code heavily grow as every helper adds at least one line by
itself and an empty line whitespace for readability. There may be an argument about this growth
and that maintainance would mean more navigation and lookup through the code, but the ATL
Editor allows to follow any calls in the code to the definition of the helper and the overhead
of navigating and looking for something in the code is minimal. Additionally if the names of
helpers reflect their desired functionality it is very clear what a binding does and the bindings
stand for themselves.

Performance based Evaluation

The input model consisted of 2000 elements. Every generation in the tree has 20 family mem-
bers resulting in 100 generations. Every output model of the different versions was compared
with the output model of the original transformationand checking for equality. The performance
measurements can be seen in Table 7.4. The biggest performance boost comes from using re-
fImmediateComposite() instead of checking the inclusion contained in all instances of the con-
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Version Runtime[s] Number of Executed Bytecode Relative Performance
v1 initial 10.00 262380 1
v2 abstract rule. renaming 10.00 285400 1
v3 selectfirst to any 10.10 287503 0.99
v4 refimmediate 1.85 251366 5.41
v5 helpers 1.75 259392 5.71
v6 bindings to helpers 1.71 267426 5.85
v7 attr 2 operation 1.78 267384 5.62

Table 7.4: Performance of Initial and Refactored Transformations of FamilyTree2Persons.

taining element. The VM follows a single reference which is far more efficient than the query
for allInstances() and the applied selection for the one element. For performance measurements
an additional version is tested where all attribute helpers are converted to operation helpers. It is
expectably slower then the second last version and served the purpose to verify the caching of
attribute helpers opposed to operation helpers.

7.3 Study ’UML to Relational’

Transformation Tasks

This study deals with a transformation of UML class diagrams, to relational schemas. The
metamodels for input and output are shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. For every class of the model,
a table is produced containing columns for every attribute of the class. Some constraints are
needed to map the properties of the attributes. The types of the attributes need a conversion to
the types of the columns.

Bad Smells

The initial transformation contains a couple of bad smells. Firstly some names are badly chosen.
All inpattern and outpattern elements’ names are single characters and mixing them up is very
likely. Emphasizing the intention of the patterns with names improves readability in large rules
with multiple bindings (cf. [26]). One helper smells like an if cascade serving the single purpose
of mapping the data types of input and output models. There are many code duplicates, oversized
bindings and oversized helpers with heavy impact on the code quality. The metrics for the initial
version are listed in Tables 7.5 and 7.6. Some of the metrics are not listed as they had no values.
The metrics for unused elements can be used to expose code that could be deleted.

Applied Refactorings

The If Cascade in the helper relationalType4classType can be refactored to a map. The oversized
bindings and filters are refactored by extracting multiple new helpers. Code duplicates are also
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Figure 7.5: Metamodel for input models for UML 2 Relational.
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Figure 7.6: Metamodel for output models for UML 2 Relational.
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Metric Initial Final
Number of Units 1 1
Number of Input Models 1 1
Number of Output Models 1 1
Number of Involved Metamodels 2 2
Number of Transformation Rules 13 13
Number of Matched Rules (Excluding Lazy Matched Rules) 9 9
Number of Called Rules 4 4
Number of Rules with a Filter Condition on the Input Pattern 6 6
Number of Rules with a do Section 11 11
Number of Rule Inheritance Trees 9 9
Number of Rules with a Using Clause 4 4
Number of Helpers 5 23
Number of Helpers with Context 0 20
Number of Helpers without Context 5 3
Number of Attribute Helpers 1 22
Number of Attribute Helpers with Context 0 20
Number of Attribute Helpers without Context 1 2
Number of Operation Helpers 4 1
Number of Variables With the Same Name but a Different Type 4 4
Percentage of rules that change the model 100.0 100.0
Number of Calls to resolveTemp() 4 4
Number of Calls to allInstances() 5 3
Number of Calls To Built-In Functions (Built-In Function Fan-In) 141 96
Lines of Code 371 372
Average Size of Filters 23.17 6
Average Size of Bindings 3.84 2.84

Table 7.5: Metrics of the initial and final version of UML2Relational.

eliminated by extracting helpers (cf. Figure 7.7). The filters can be short-circuit. By reducing
the sizes of bindings and filters the number of helpers increases. The helpers hasTwoRoles and
hasThreeRoles seem to be duplicates and could be refactored two one helper with a parameter
for the number of roles. Those helpers are in context of Association and as there are multiple
matched rules for that model element, it makes sense to make use of caching the attribute helpers
which would not be possible with the operation helpers. Accepting the duplicity in this case
proves to be more performant.

Code Quality based Evaluation

The resulting metrics are included in Table 7.5 and the advanced metrics are shown in Table
7.7. The number of elements in the inpattern are already ideal in the initial version. Matched
rules for every single element are easier to understand and better for lookup when maintaining.
Unfortunately the number of elements in the outpatterns is unchanged in the final version. A
reduction of this number would also help the code quality. The number of matched rules per
input model element did not change as well. This metric has no implication on the code quality.
If there are multiple rules for a single type of element of the input model they may differ regard-
ing the guard condions as well as there may be superrules for better code quality. So neither a
one-to-one is bad for quality nor many rules for a single type.

The number of parameters per called rule should be reduced to the minimum. In combination
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Metric Mean Min Max Med
Number of Elements per Input Pattern 1 1 1 1
Number of Elements per Output Pattern 2 1 6 1
Number of Matched Rules per Input Pattern 1.50 1 3 1
Number of Variables per Using Clause 1 1 1 1
Number of Statements per do Section 1.36 1 3 1
Depth of Rule Inheritance Tree 1 1 1 1
Width of Rule Inheritance Tree 1 1 1 1
Number of Bindings per Rule 4.46 0 15 3
Number of Helpers per Unit 5 5 5 5
Number of Attribute Helpers per Unit 1 1 1 1
Number of Operation Helpers per Unit 4 4 4 4
Number of Helpers per Context 0 0 0 0
Number of Helpers per Helper Name (Overloadings) 1 1 1 1
Helper Cyclomatic Complexity 2.40 1 6 2
Number of Operations on Collections per Helper 2 2 2 2
Number of Operations on Collections per Rule 2,75 1 5 2
Number of Parameters per Operation Helper 1 1 1 1
Number of Calls to Called Rules per Called Rule (Fan-In) 1.50 1 3 1
Number of Calls to Rules (all types) per Rule (Fan-In) 0.46 0 3 0
Number of Calls to Helpers per Helper (Fan-In) 4.40 3 8 4
Number of Calls from Rules to Helpers per Rule (Fan-Out) 1.69 0 5 1
Number of Calls from Rules to Rules per Rule (Fan-Out) 0.46 0 3 0
Number of Calls from Rules to Called Rules per Rule (Fan-Out) 0.46 0 3 0
Number of Calls from Rules (to Rules and Helpers) per Rule (Fan-Out) 2.15 0 5 1
Number of Calls to resolveTemp() per Rule 0.31 0 2 0
Rule Complexity Increase 2.77 1 6 2

Table 7.6: Additional metrics of the initial version of UML2Relational.

with the unused parameters some glitches in the code can also be eliminated. Unused code
should always be removed as lots of dead code makes maintaining harder. Simply because it is
harder to find the relevant parts in the code.

Using is a structure regarded as smelly per se but it was not possible to eliminate the clause
with a refactoring.

The mean of statements per do section is reduced, while refactoring the transformations. A
reduction of this metric is improving the code quality as less statements are needed to perform
the same functionality.

Depth and width of rule inheritance trees did not change but do not give clues about the code
quality. As stated before, neither a high tree nor a short tree are bad for code quality. However,
one may look into the superrules and eliminate empty ones containing no filters and bindings at
all.

The reduction of the number of bindings per rule indicates that code duplicates are elim-
inated. At the same time the number of helpers increased significantly. This raise is not bad
at all as oversized bindings and filters are eliminated. The reduction of operation helpers by
converting to attributes improves performance by making use of caching.

Having many helpers per context is not bad at all. It could be an indication of design prob-
lems of the input model. A few elements contain lots of information. Overloadings are a feasible
method for eliminating smells.

The helper cyclomatic complexity approves the successful application of refactorings. If no
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Metric Mean Min Max Med
Number of Elements per Input Pattern 1 1 1 1
Number of Elements per Output Pattern 2 1 6 1
Number of Matched Rules per Input Pattern 1,50 1 3 1
Number of Variables per Using Clause 1 1 1 1
Number of Statements per do Section 1 1 3 1
Depth of Rule Inheritance Tree 1 1 1 1
Width of Rule Inheritance Tree 1 1 1 1
Number of Bindings per Rule 4 0 15 3
Number of Helpers per Unit 23 23 23 23
Number of Attribute Helpers per Unit 22 22 22 22
Number of Operation Helpers per Unit 1 1 1 1
Number of Helpers per Context 7 4 8 8
Number of Helpers per Helper Name (Overloadings) 1 1 1 1
Helper Cyclomatic Complexity 1 1 2 1
Number of Operations on Collections per Helper 1.50 1 2 1
Number of Operations on Collections per Rule 2.80 1 5 2
Number of Parameters per Operation Helper 1 1 1 1
Number of Calls to Called Rules per Called Rule (Fan-In) 1.50 1 3 1
Number of Calls to Rules (all types) per Rule (Fan-In) 0.46 0 3 0
Number of Calls to Helpers per Helper (Fan-In) 2 1 8 1
Number of Calls from Rules to Helpers per Rule (Fan-Out) 3 0 8 1
Number of Calls from Rules to Rules per Rule (Fan-Out) 0.46 0 3 0
Number of Calls from Rules to Called Rules per Rule (Fan-Out) 0.46 0 3 0
Number of Calls from Rules (to Rules and Helpers) per Rule (Fan-Out) 3 0 8 1
Number of Calls to resolveTemp() per Rule 0.31 0 2 0
Rule Complexity Increase 2.77 1 6 2

Table 7.7: Additional metrics of the final version of UML2Relational.

other metric would allow a decisive conclusion whether the process of refactoring is successful
at least this metric should provide a good reason.

The number of operations on collections per rule or helper are linked with each other when
refactoring e.g. extracting helpers. A specific judgment shouldn’t be made upon these two
metrics. In general the number of operations on collections should decrease. E.g. the number
decreases when converting lazy matched rules as the implicit select operation is eliminated.

For parameters of operation helpers the same takes effect as for parameters of called rules.
If a helper’s parameters are completely unused a conversion to an attribute helper is favourable.

Fan-in and fan-out increased while refactoring. Luckily the fan-in rised more than fan-out
as this such be the case regarding reusability. In theory the fan-out should decrease. There is
always a trade-off between extracting new helpers and rules and increasing the fan-out but the
improvements for understandability and maintainability that comes with the extraction of those
elements, is considered more important than fan-out.
The operation allInstances is called less often resulting in much better performance. The rule
complexity stays the same as expected due to no changes in the rules. The size of bindings and
filters have no influence in this value. If a change occurs in this metric when refactoring, the
value should decrease.
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Version Runtime[s] Number of Executed Bytecode Relative Performance
v1 initial 265 18319251 1
v2 if cascade eliminated 270 17913347 0.98
v3 oversize eliminated 113 1738467 2.35
v4 short-circuit 109 1722467 2.43

Table 7.8: Performance of Initial and Refactored Transformations of UML2Relational.

Performance based Evaluation

Regarding performance the setup was the same as in the first case study. An input model with
1000 elements was created. The performance evaluation is shown in Table 7.8. Surprisingly the
removal of the if cascade and replacement with a map does not improve performance. It seems
maps of this size do not have an advantage regarding performance. However, the understand-
ability improves by removing the if cascade to the obivous choice when mapping elements with
a map.
The speedup resulting from the caching of helper attributes and removal of allInstances in third
version is significant. Short-circuiting the filters decreases the understandability which can be
countered by extracting new helpers again. A speedup is measureable but smaller than the per-
foramnce improvement in the third version. The refactoring Short-Circuit is a tradeoff between
understandability and speedup and should be judged situationally. If performance is prioritized
the short-circuit could be applied.

7.4 Summary

The case studies suggest that an application of refactorings for elimination of bad smells can at
the same time improve the performance. The amount of speedup after the application of some
refactorings is huge.
Unfortunately some metrics did not correlate with code quality per se but in relation to other
metrics they do. A typical example would be the number of rules which become meaningful
when seen in relation to the number of elements the transformation deals with in the input and
output metamodels.
The results of the performance based evaluation could change with new versions of ATL and
new optimizations in the VMs. This results from the observation of the number of executed
bytecode in the case studies. Although the number of executed bytecode increased after some
refactorings steps the runtime decreased.
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Listing 7.6: Bad smells of the initial version of the transformation UML 2 Relational.
1 module class2relational;
2 create OUT : relational from IN : class;
3
4 helper def : relationalType4classType(datatype : class!PrimitiveTypeTypes) : relational

!DataTypes =
5 if datatype = #DATE
6 then
7 #DATE
8 else
9 if datatype = #TIME

10 then
11 #TIME
12 else
13 if datatype = #BOOLEAN or datatype = #INTEGER
14 then
15 #INTEGER
16 else ... endif
17 endif
18 endif;
19 helper def: getSuperClass4class(cl : class!Class) : class!Class =
20 class!Generalization.allInstances() -> select(e|e.subClasses.includes(cl)) -> collect(

e|e.superClass).first();
21
22 helper def: getIdentifierAttribute(cl : class!Class) : OclAny =
23 if cl.attributes -> select(e |e.isIdentifier = true).first() <> OclUndefined
24 then
25 cl.attributes -> select(e |e.isIdentifier = true).first()
26 else
27 OclUndefined
28 endif;
29
30 rule Model_2_Schema{ ... }
31 rule Class_2_Table{ ... }
32
33 rule SingleValuedAttribute_2_Column{
34 from x: class!Attribute (if (not x.multiplicity.oclIsUndefined()) then x.multiplicity.

upperBound <= 1 else true endif
35 and class!Association.allInstances() -> collect(e|e.associationClass).excluding(

OclUndefined) -> select(a|a.attributes.includes(x)).isEmpty())
36 to y : relational!Column(
37 name <- x.name,
38 dataType <- if x.complexType <> OclUndefined then OclUndefined else thisModule.

relationalType4classType(x.primitiveType) endif,
39 domainType <- if x.complexType <> OclUndefined then x.complexType else OclUndefined

endif
40 )
41 }
42 rule MultiValuedAttribute_2_JoinTable{
43 from x: class!Attribute (if (not x.multiplicity.oclIsUndefined()) then x.multiplicity.

upperBound > 1 else false endif)
44 to
45 ...
46 }
47 rule N_M_BinaryAssociation_2_JoinTable{
48 from x: class!Association ( x.roles.size() = 3 or (x.roles.size() = 2 and
49 (x.roles.first().multiplicity.upperBound > 1 or x.roles.first().multiplicity.

upperBound = -1) and
50 (x.roles.last().multiplicity.upperBound > 1 or x.roles.last().multiplicity.upperBound

= -1)))
51 ...
52 }
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Listing 7.7: The transformation UML 2 Relational after refactoring and eliminating Bad Smells.
1 module class2relational; -- Module Template
2 create OUT : relational from IN : class;
3 ...
4 helper def: typesMap : Map(class!PrimitiveTypeTypes, relational!DataTypes) =
5 Map {(#DATE, #DATE), (#TIME, #TIME), (#BOOLEAN, #INTEGER),
6 (#FLOAT, #DOUBLE),(#DATETIME, #TIMESTAMP),(#STRING, #VARCHAR),(#INTEGER, #INTEGER)
7 };
8
9 helper def : relationalType4classType(dt : class!PrimitiveTypeTypes) : relational!

DataTypes =
10 thisModule.typesMap.get(dt);
11
12 helper context class!Class def: getSuperClass4class : class!Class =
13 class!Generalization.allInstances() -> select(e|e.subClasses.includes(self)) ->

collect(e|e.superClass).first();
14 helper context class!Class def: getIdentifierAttribute : OclAny =
15 self.attributes -> any(e | e.isIdentifier = true);
16 helper context class!Class def: getIdentifierAttributeDatatype : class!

PrimitiveTypeTypes =
17 if self.getIdentifierAttribute <> OclUndefined
18 then
19 self.getIdentifierAttribute.primitiveType
20 else
21 OclUndefined
22 endif;
23
24 rule Model_2_Schema{ ... }
25 ...
26 rule SingleValuedAttribute_2_Column{
27 from x: class!Attribute
28 (if x.upperMultiplicity1 then not x.fromAssociationClass else false endif)
29 to y : relational!Column(
30 name <- x.name,
31 dataType <- x.attributeDataType,
32 domainType <- x.attributeDomainType
33 )
34 do{...}
35 }
36 ...
37 rule MultiValuedAttribute_2_JoinTable{
38 from x: class!Attribute (x.upperMultiplicityMore1)
39 to z: relational!Table(
40 ...
41 ),
42 f: relational!Column(
43 ...
44 dataType <- thisModule.relationalType4classType(x.getIdentifierForValueTable)
45 ),
46 ...
47 }
48 ...
49 helper context class!Association def : hasTwoRoles : Boolean = self.roles.size() = 2;
50 helper context class!Association def : hasThreeRoles : Boolean = self.roles.size() = 3;
51 ...
52 rule N_M_BinaryAssociation_2_JoinTable{
53 from x: class!Association
54 (if x.hasThreeRoles then true else x.hasTwoRolesWithMultiple endif)
55 ...
56 }
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CHAPTER 8
Related Work

There are several fields of related work regarding the topics covered in this thesis. Refactor-
ings are obviously the first topic and espacially the ones for models. Quality aspects of model
transformations are another topic. They are covered with metrics and performance issues.

Refactorings

Refactorings have their origins in the object-oriented frameworks. The first mention of refac-
torings was made in the thesis [30]. The necessity and advantages of reuse and restructuring is
discussed. A lists of low-level and high-level refactorings are defined. The meaning of behavior
preservation is emphasized and examples in C++ are provided.
In the book [21] the principles of refactorings are discussed. 40 proven refactorings are defined
and example implementations in Java demonstrated. The term bad smell is introduced.
In the article [37] refactorings for functional programs are introduced. Several categories for
refactorings are defined and examples for each one are given in Haskell. HaRe, the Haskell
Refactorer, was created for assisting the refactoring process.

Refactorings for Models

Refactorings have already been applied to models, eg. UML, OCL. The articles and papers
[13, 16–19] provide a couple of refactorings for OCL which are also implemented as tranfor-
mations where available with this thesis. ATL is only based on OCL so not all expressions are
available. Hence only some refactorings were adapted and implemented.
Regarding OCL smells the paper [16] defines some smells that are related to the smells dealing
with oversize in this thesis. The paper defines refactorings for OCL smells that were imple-
mented with ATL in this thesis. Additionally there are smells and refactorings for UML dia-
grams.
In the article [17] lots of refactorings for OCL smells are described very detailed and many ex-
amples are provided.
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The article [19] introduces additional OCL smells. An experimental study is accomplished to
evaluate the understandability of OCL specifications, smells and refactorings.
The article [13] shows lots of equivalences for OCL expressions. Many transformation tech-
niques are introduced that allow changing the body or even the context of an inegrity constraint.
They allow to generate any alternative representation of any integrity constraint. Additionally
some of those techniques can be applied to pre and postconditions as well.
The paper [32] demonstrates model refactorings with rule-based transformations. The rules are
written in SMW a Python based scripting language. However, the models refactored are no
transformations.
The direct mentioning of refactorings in the context of model transformations is found in the
article [20]. The authors demonstrate the evolution of transformations when the metamodels of
the models are evolved. The difference to refactorings of this thesis is that their’s are for the
purpose of adopting to changes in the metamodels while these are aimed at improving software
quality.
In the article [41] the authors present a semi-automatic approach for refactoring models. What
this thesis incorporates as bad smells can be compared to their refactoring opportunities. Logic-
based rules identify those automatically and give suggestions what could be done to improve
the code. The opposite is done in this thesis with decision strategies which are metric-based.
Refactorings are suggested there but not for model transformations.
In the article [29] an approach is presented that looks for model inconsistencies and provides a
solution in form of a model transformation. A recommender system based on graph transforma-
tions is described which provides recommendations to the user how the inconsistencies can be
solved, which solutions exclude each other or would lead to new inconsistencies. The difference
to this thesis is that bad smells are not inconsistencies in a model, as the transformations are
working as intended, but to find unesthetic and overly complex parts of code.

Quality of Model Transformations

The quality of model transformations has been measured before. Statical measurement is done
with metrics. The performance is measured by runtime.

Metrics

Goldschmidt and Kübler [22] give the idea for measuring models and transformations with met-
rics.
In [8] van Amstel introduces metrics for model transformations and the need to asses their qual-
ity. A conclusion is found telling when to use direct and indirect quality assessement.
Van Amstel et al. [42] defines lots of metrics for model transformations. Some of them are gen-
eral metrics applicable to any transformation. There are metrics for size, complexity, modularity,
inheritance, depedency and consistency. ATL, QVTO and Xtend are dealt with. The metrics are
tailored to fit for the needs of each one of them.
Kapova et al. [25] define metrics for QVTR. Those metrics were not used in this thesis as the
transformations were only evaluated for application to ATL.
The paper [43] puts metrics into relation with quality attibutes; some metrics have impact on
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multiple quality attributes, others have positive effects on some qualities and at the same time
negative ones to others.

Performance

My best effort did not find any material for evaluating the performance of model transformations.
It seems the runtime of those didn’t matter as of today.
The paper [24] by the developers themselves present some performance considerations of lazy
evaluation and caching of attribute helpers but do not give concrete impact on the runtime of
transformations.
In the article [9] performance experiments in ATL and QVT are conducted. The focus lies upon
comparing the performance of those two transformation languages. There are three different
versions of a transformation in ATL but the main difference of those is the use of called rules
and matched rules. The runtime is measured and compared with different sizes of input models.
This thesis did not so much focus on the impact of the number of elements of an imput model to
the runtime but to measure the impact of the refactorings to the runtime. The input models are
always of the same size for each case study.
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CHAPTER 9
Conclusion

9.1 Summary

The main goal of this thesis was to find refactorings for model-to-model transformations. The
assumption made was that the transformation zoo would give enough material to find bad smells.
The transformations provided good material to analyze for smells. Analyzing 80% of the zoo
only a few transformations did not include smells.

The refactorings found cover all bad smells that occur today. However, the catalogue is
still considered incomplete facing the sheer amount of possible transformations. The catalogue
can be extended for future possiblities. Eg. once all OCL-operations are included into ATL or
new constructs are implemented (eg. exists is not in ATL). Some of the refactorings have been
implemented to provide reverse transformations for others but proved to be unnecessary when
following the decision strategies defined.

The implemenation as higher-order-transformations was possible for all refactorings. Once
the suggested features for the refining mode of ATL are implemented some refactorings can
make use of them to improve their code quality. The structure of the models of ATL-transformations
proved to be very suitable for refactoring with ATL and EMF MO. There was only one minor
flaw that could be eliminated in a future version of ATL. The orchestration for refactorings con-
sisting of multiple steps could not be realized except with Java.

The case studies show that the goals to achieve performance and understandability increase
do not necessarily conflict. Luckily both quality attritbutes can be equally increased when refac-
toring transformations. Following the decision strategies provided helps a developer refactor-
ing code more efficiently. The aim to provide a possibility to apply the refactorings semi-
automatically was partially achieved.
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9.2 Future Work

More Comfort

If more developers are going to adopt to the MDE approach the need for quality of the software
artifacts will increase. The demand for tools or processes to achieve certain quality standards
will hopefully find refactorings for transformations very suitable. To match those requirements
further research and development will be needed for the refactorings and the tool support.

At the moment the process of refactoring is not as comfortable as with eclipse’s refactoring
support for Java. A plug-in providing all the necessary steps for refactoring could be imple-
mented. The plug-in could also do the orchestration if refactorings need multiple steps.

Automation

If the decision strategies prove to be ideal for any model-to-model transformation, their metric-
based nature allows to be implemented as conditions for a nearly fully automated refactoring.
The refactorings with those conditions could be collected into a big transformation. So a smelly
transformation could be input for this transformation and the output would be a faster and better
understandable version of the transformation.

Extension

The catalogue will need some extension for new language features. As of today there is no
native support for profiles in ATL. There are multiple requests on the wishlist that will introduce
new language constructs and therefore new refactorings. If other navigation languages will be
plugable the refactorings for those languages could be implemented as HOTs as well.

The application of the refactorings to other rule-based model-to-model transformation lan-
guages could be advanced further by providing refactoring plug-ins for those languages. A
near-term workaround could be to migrate transformations of other transformation languages to
ATL and refactor them there.
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